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"STOP!" SAYS UNCLE SAM TO THE
NICARAGUAN REBELS, WHO HAVE
&

BEEN SLAYING AMERICAN CITIZENS

CONDITIOl RIVALDOXER UPRISING0F1S93
Atrocious Attacks Are Said to Have Been Made tpon Women and
Children Noncombatants, Subjects of Uns Nation, hilled
Without Trial by Brutal Murderers Country in Chaos
Government Admits Inability to Protect Aliens
5

LJ

DEDICATE

THEIR

NEW
ter to State Senator Charles
S. Marden, accepts the chal- lenge of J. B. Blanchard, aged
90, of this city, to a "high
kicking" contest. Mr. Cannon,
in accepting
the challenge,
said:
CEREMONIES LAST NIGHT ARE1
"I cannot suggest that Mr.
PRESIDED OVER BY GRAND
Blanchard first get a reputa- LODGE REPRESENTATIVES
tion before attempting to chal- in
me
this regard, for,
lenge
of course, his prowess in this
TWO EUNBSED E'EN PEESENT
delightful sport is known to all
men, and in view of the tone of 4
MANY VISITING BOTHERS JOINED
defiance indicated by this
statement I can not do other- IN THE EVENING'S ENwise than accept.'
JOYMENT.
Mr. Qannon then presents
his best wishes to Mr. Blanch-BALL FOI MEMBERS. TBiraT
ard, who on his ninetieth
birthday, declared he could
beat "Uncle Joe" or any oth- ANTLERED ONES AND THEIR LAer "young old boy" at a high
DIES WILL DANCE, BEGINkicking contest. The date of
NING AT 9 O'CLOCK.
the meet has not been set.
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When Fortune

Smiles,

Don't Wait for An
Introduction
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President Taft Orders United Slates Troops
to Land in Southern Republic

y.

ELKS

UNCLE JOE, KICKER.
Moorhead, Minn., Aug. 28.
"Uncle Joe" Cannon in a let-u

U

AUGUST 28, 1912.
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FARMERS ASK SAi'IE

.'

WILL GET BUSY.
A meeting of the committee

appointed at a recent session
of the stockholders of the Las '

PROTECT!!

GIVEN OTHER PRODUCERS BY THE

Vegas Commercial club to con- duct a membership campaign,
and to solicit subscriptions
for the advertising fund of the
organization will be held to- morrow evening
in the club
rooms. At this time the plans
for the campaign will be out- lined and it Is expected that
the committee win be on the
'
Job the latter part of this
week.
This is the first meeting of
the committee since its ap- pointment, the delay having
been caused by the absence of
E. G. Murphey, the chairman
of ihe body, from the city,
The other members of' the
committee are as follows: Dr. I
J. M, Cunningham, Colonel M.
M. Padgett, Clarence Iden, W.
E. Gortner,
Ike Davis, H. C.
William J.
Ilfeld,
Mills, Margarito Romero, Jef- fferson Raynolds and Cecilio
Rosenwald.

PROTECTIVE

Trans-Mississp-

TARIFF

SYSTEM

Commercial Congress lias
Resolution to That Effect

pi

POLICY OF FORESTRY SERVICE CONDEONEB
It Is Declared to Be Contrary to the Advancement of Mining
of Information Which Would
the Western
Give Immigrants to the West a Chance to Find Locations
Is Declared to Be a National Necessity
States--Divisi-

in

on

With simple but impressive cere
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 28.
vwar de- perty must be 'protected: the Nicara
28.-- The
Washington, Aug.
monies
the beautiful new home of Las
to
understood
is
There was material (or argument ia
to the guan government
orders
issued
partment today
WHEN TDBEAllfJ .TO some of the resolutions submitted at
Pan- have confessed its inability to meet terference in Nicaragua had a connec" Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O. Elks
Tenth United' States infantry at
conwas
to
tion
with
of
last
the
failure
loan
dedicated
the
the
consented
pur
and
night
the opening of the second day's sesto
have
Nicar- the situation
ama to proceed Immediately to
were
The
services
Amer- vention by which Nicaragua was to poses of Elkdom.
of
Commerthe
to
landing
from
frankly
permit
direct
CANADA sion of the
LEA REGAINS SIGHT
agua. The orders came
cial congress. These, with others upican troops to (protect United States have borrowed several millions from held in the lodge room of the club
The
Beverly.
at
himself
Ocean Park, Calif., Aug. 28. Gener
President Taft
on which there is likely to be no difThe state' department has American bankers and under which house following the regular business al Homer
on mer- citizens.
Lea, former military adv!s
men will embark tomorrow
Hunsession
of
H.
the
the
lodge.
George
treaty
its
railroads,
conviction
that
Nicaraguan
ferences of opinion, were delivered to
the
at
upon
proceeded
HE
arrive
MUST
BORDEN
will
PREMIER
TELL
er to the Chinese revolutionists, plans
chant steamers and
the committee on resolutions. A deaction Involves no infringement of the steamships, customs house and nation- ker, past exalted ruler, in the absence to return to the Orient In the near
American
FEMALE
.AUTHORIZE
hours.
48
within
Corinto
al monopolies were to be administer- of State Deputy Exalted Huler John
or
mand that products of farm and ranch,
the
of
congress
powers
In
SUFFRAGE
Nicaragua
soldiers will be landed
ed by representatives of the American Lee Clark of Albuquerque, presided at future and resume his military duties.
be given the measure of protection
president.
within the next 48 hours.
the services. He was assisted by the The temporary blindness which reto the fact that there financiers.
Officials
given other products of the United
w
point
saw
Canadian
28.
The
London, Aug.
On reports of conditions
The Diaz government, against which other officers of the lodge, all act- sulted from the bursting of a blood
States was contained in a resolution)
la even now a whole regiment of Uni
he
their
when
being
L.
Robort
Borden,
reto
and
his
Justify
caused
premier,
Exalted vessel in his head
80 serious as
in polic- the political revolution is being direct ing as grand lodge officials.
Colonel Pryor of Texas, who deted
States
engaged
by
President
infantry
first
the
for
faced the
"D. McElroy,
kept secret in Washington,
acting as chair- turn to this country about four months
di- - ing the Chinese
clared
from Chin ed, is said to have approved the atti- Ruler P.
that the farmers and ranchers
railroad
he
told
them
personally
emphatically
Taft at Beverly today
state department in regard man of the building committee, pre- ago, has passed away, it is stated, and time today,
of
the
tude
bad
been
blamed unjustly for the high,
of
Pekin.
course,
to
Pao
And,
Wang
i
a tho immediate movement
sented the keys to the lodge room to the author and soldier of fortune Is had no power to introduce a general cost of
'
now American troops have been , freely to the loan convention. It has "been re
living.
women
in
the
lor
for
infantry,
TTnited
States
General measure
suffrage
Tath
de- Acting Grand Exalted Ruler Hunker, ready to assume his career.
dictator
that
the
Zelaya,
ported
The
first
at
of
the
the
maintenance
in
rap
Nicar
peace
forestry policy!
employed
to
who In turn passed them to Hallett Lea has been resting here since his Dominion of 'Canada and that the
on the Panama canal zone,
of the interior department came in a!
anu in Cuba. It is true that in each of posed and exiled to Europe in 1909.
militant
of
lives
American
threats of the employment
chairman of the board of return from China.
agua to guard
Utal.wnoi"
and these cases there was special war after the murder of the two Ameri Raynolds,
of
methods would have no influence on resolution by Henry Welsh,
and declared the building
trustees,
Cannon
was
property. Dispatches last night as rant
and
cans
behind
Groce,
said
the
that
for the employment of
of
treaty
development
mining
by
situation
the
him.
early today pictured an immediate American soldiers, but state depart- General Mena, leader of the revolu- dedicated to the purposes for which it
the west was being retarded by: the
Women'B
So
the
of
that
The
acute
was
o
delegation
erected.
HAVE
AF.IERICA
being
ment officials feel that a like obliga- tionists. This, however, is denied by
cial and Political union was lntroduc-- : department regulations.
The services last evening were atmovement of a larg force of troops tion
who support
the
liberals
prominent
Unibeen
has
the
There were other resolutions for a
upon
imposed
(;
ed by Miss Barratt. She stated that
sonse
tended
200
'was necessary.
members of the:
by
ted States by the Dawson agreement. the revolution.
transcontinental
bordering
conations
highway, thanking
of
L
to
was
the
ask
their chief object
order, and it is seldom that a finer
legations
even worse Which terminated the Zijlayai revolu
the president and congress for th apon
intended
if
he
and (flort re;uo;ilAUve body oVmetr -i..
on barbarism and
Canadian
premier
of tion.'
-has fever gathered for any purpose in
his return to the Dominion to intro propriation for waterway . !ffirTrcs
than those which took the troops
;
,
BEIRUT
.7
Aside
FEARS,
of
from
to
quell
any
treaty.
question
China
this city. Among those present were
duce a government measure for the ments on the Missouri river, nrglns a
the united .powers into
A NEW PREL
receiv- autnorization, me administration
ANNOUNCES
POPE
is
been
have
rebellion,
enfranchisement of women. She de- bill for the creation of a division or
many Elks from other cities, some of
the boxer
ATE WILL RESIDE IN
within the said to be satisfied of its rights, un
whom were formerly members of the
clared that the Women's Social and Information In the immigration bued at the state department
BOiiBARDIIENT Las Vegas lodge. Practically ail of the V
mur- der the principles of international law
ROME.
Political union was considering a cam. reau to direct Immigrants ta suitable
last 24 hours. The deliberate Phil- to
of'
aud
the
and
employ
Dood
any
army
part
locations in the west; la favoe of a
members of the local lodge were in
der of two Americans.
palgn to advise intending emigrants
28. Tne pope is about
wounded and navy of the Unted States for the pro
Aug.
Paris,
been
had
'they
attendance and the affair was a sucto go to Australia and New Zealand, department of mines and mining and
lips, after
to create a new American cardinal
massacre tection of American interests, life and SYRIAN CITY IS VISITED BY A cess in the
In recommendation of farther harbor)
the
following
helpless
entirety.
rather than to Canada. On Mr. Bor
attenwho
a
in
to
is
in
reside
FLEET
ITALIAN
Rome,
focused
where
OF
property
country
foreign
according
.19,
Improvements
along the gulf coast In
Previous to the dedication the regat Leon on August
den's reply she said, would depend
to a special despatch received here.
of burn- the de facto government is either un
SHIPS
Texas.
reports
ular
business
of
session
previous
the
Social
on
the
and
Women'B
tion
lodge
advice of the
The American cardinal will occupy the
of pontUal able or unwilling to extend protection,
The wisdom and propriety ot
was held, at which time four candiPolitical union gave its Canadian mem.
ing of soldiers, starvation
a
of
similar
the
Officials
contend
othei
such
A
that
tothat
position
28.
of
prelBeirut, Syria, Aug.
landing
in dungeons and
squadron
America first' is being Imwere
dates
"seeing
miliheld
initiated
into
the
of
a
mysterbera and also the possibility
prisoners
American armed forces does not con of Italian warships, comprising
six ies of the order. These were Dave ates representing France and Spain
on the delegates to the conpressed
Canada.
in
alleged ats of cruelty.
tant
agitation
in Rome.
It is also stated that the
stitute war in any sense; there being vessels, anchored off this port this Winternitz, H. O.
Potter, Frank Bope
The latest reports made plain that no
Mr. Borden was very explicit in gress at a great Salt Lake resort this
will
create
a
in
later
cardinal
pope
of territorial aggression, morning.
Americans
Is
unknown.
purpose
Their
for
L.
C. Witten.
object
and
no power and ,no afternoon by F W. Graham of Seattle,
immediate protection
Central America, probably in Mexico. stating that he had
or
Turoceu
punitive
purpose,
well
is
The
it
the
probably
that
permanent
patrolled
by
city
The
and
dedication
a
was
followed
was necessary
by
Intention of introduction Into the don who read an address prepared bv
the pation.
kish garrison and all is quiet. The lunch In the banquet hall on the baseLouis W. Hill of the Great
would not be safe to wait for
inion parliament a measure for the
Northern,
It is declared that while there are war vessels had previously reconnoit-ere- ment floor. This was
enrouto.
now
railroad.
inan
POWERS
J. W. Kelly of the Denver
TAKE
marines
ACTION.
of
women.
strictly
arrival
The
of
enfranchisement
the few precedents for employing regular
the port of Jaffa, in Palestine, formal gathering, and all the more joland R!o Grante railroad an! others
Cananea Crete, Aug. 28. The forGeneral Francisco Altscbul,
question of the franchise, he sr.ld, derevolutionist troops in landing expeditions
and also the Syrian seaports of Haifa ly for the lack of stiffness. On this eign consuls have informed the Crethat
the
of
on the nine provin made addresses:
representative
volved
entirely
denies the fact is accounted for by the far great and Acre, but had not attempted a occasion short talks, some eloquent, tan government that the powers incial legislatures and the Dominion
junta in Washington,
against er mobility and availability of marines landing nor fired any shots. The pop- others witty, were made by promi- tend to prevent any armed expedition
brought
EXPOSITION STAMPS.
had no warrant to pass
charge of barbarity
and bluejackets. Although the course ulations of the coast towns, however, nent members of the lodge.
to the Island of Samos and that Briti- parliament
Washington,
Aug. 28. A new two-cethe troops fighting the Nicaraguan
suchl legislation.
bo- of the United States in
landing mili- show signs of nervous tension,1 fearstamp in commemoration of
Judge C. J. Gavin of Denver, a sh, and French cruisers have been
should
government. HO alleged, burning
Borden concluded:
Mr.
to pro- tary forces on foreign soil without ing a repetition of the bombardment past exalted ruler of the Las Vegas dispatched there for that purpose.
in San
dies of soldiers was necessary
exposition
like to say with all respect I think
express approval of congress is not of last February when 50
applied
it
It has been discovered that arms
Francisco in 1915 was approved today
that
and
lodge, performed the duties of
Canadian women are capable of
per sanitation
the
He under investigation by a special sen
were killed and many wounded
by Postmaster General Hitchcock.
adding much life to the affair and money had been distributed by. """"
alike to the dead of both sides.
dng for themselves in this matter.
ate committee named at. the instiga in the streets of Beirut by the Italian with his ready repartee and ability the committee of national defense fo
interests
It is about an inch wide and an
American
contended that
of
of
the
employment
suggestion
tion of Senator Bacon, who has givor- fire. At that time a number of ol? wittily to introduce the speakers. the formation of a corps of Cretaa
inch
and a quarter long. It bears an
would not have .suffered if no attempt
jbodg of any kind will have the
engraving, representing
the Gatun
had been made by American forces ously opposed sending troops outside Turkish gunboats, as well as cruiser! Judge Gavin also made the principal volunteers, who were to seize the Is slightest influence."
land of Samos and hoist the Greek
locks of the Panama canal,
to prevent the capture and operation the United fitates, the state depart- and torpedo boats, wer sunk while
showing
Borden later In the day reoetv-e-d
Mr.
ment takes the position that It is sup lying at anchor in the port. ,
a steamship emerging from the
(Continued on Page Four)
flag.
of members of the
by the revolutionists of; the railway
a
deputation
ported not only by precedent in China
northern lock and another vessel
between Managua and Corinto.
league, which congraand Central America, but also bound
raised in the southern lock. in
The Junta asserts that the railroad
his
on
ground
holding
tulated him
Washington conven
Poli- the middle distance is a group of tall
'lg 'a "national institution and should by the
and
Women's
Soiial
the
agalnBt
ptlm, trees and In the background
not be classed as an American proper- tion, to protect the rights and proper
'
(.
tical union.
of
rise the hills of the isthumus.
to
administerty
and
see
further
foreigners
is
as
it
being
ty, except
RECENT TESTIMONY
ON
INVESTIGATORS
Across the top are the words "U.
ed to secure a loan by New York that the administration in Nicaragua
S. Postage," and
is
were
a
women
fair
and
free
only
changed
by
ex:
that
directly below thesebankers. Reports
ONE NEGRO RESIGNS.
the line "San Francisco, 1915." In
shot are condemned emphatically by pression by a ballot. The same atti28
Having
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug..
each lower corner is a palm branch.
General Aitechul, who says that the tude was recently assumed in Pana model uniform law Intendapproved
ama
Indicative of victory and the tropics.
when this government supervised
barbarous methods were employed by
to
ed for adoption by all thyitates
No color has been selected for tha
,
'
Colonel Roosevelt said his controthe government forces when women the elections.
Bay, Aug. 28. Colonel for a contribution and mat it did not
jldren
Oyster
the employment
prohibit
stamp. . The first issue will be on
were sent to the lines as ammunition Furthermore, it is said, there are Roosevelt declared today that Sena- differ essentially from the sale of versy with Senator Penrose was fur- under certain ages, thevt
in a few weeks. '
sale
100
Americans
'owning'1
fully
plantacarriers.
nishing capital campaign material for Bar association discovered today that
on his own testimony, poljee protection in New York.
tor
Penrose,
of truce tions in Nicaragua who must be proThe real fight in the coming cam- him, such as the Lorimer affair gave
Rebel firing upon flags
it had gone on record against the
from the senate.
PRIEST IS MURDERED.
borne by loyal Nicaraguan troops as tected from attack and looting of their should be expelled
paign, Colonel Roosevelt declared, him in the spring campaign.
use in' any part of the countrty of
this
powould be between himself and GoverMany demands that this Colonel Roosevelt had taken
"Lorimer is done for now," he said, "caddies" under 14 years, old. Tne
Lisbon, Aug. 28. Dispatches
well as American marines Is said, property.
re
inter sition, he said, in the latter to Sena- nor Wilson. He expressed the belief "and I am indebted to Senator Pen- proposed law, as offered by Walter ceived from the Portuguese town of
however, to have been frequent with- government protect American
in the last few days. New attacks ests there have been registered at the tor Clapp,
chairman of the, senate tha't President Taft's supporters did rose for filling the war chest with am- George Smith of Pennsylvania, pro- Aldeia Obispo tell of the putting to
'
not expect to elect mm. The colonel munition again.'
upon women and children and other state department.
vides that no child less than 14 years death of a priest by 'an infuriated
investigating1
campaign
committee
A large number of New Orleans
made this statement in discussing the
The colonel replied to inquiries as of age shall be permitted to work in mob. The parish priest, it is alleged,
noncombatants are reported. In thb
which he is preparing.
situation In Pennsylvania.
to why William Loeb, Jr., of New or about, among other places, "any attempted to conduct a funeral withrebel shelling of Managua during the merchants, having Central American 'contributions,
made
this statement this
"We will beat Mr. Taft in Pennsyl- York, had kept silent so long regardout the traditional burial rights and
first days of the revolution, American Interests, only a few days ago went The colonel
boarding house, barber shop, laundry,
Minister Weitzel reported that the fir- so far as to protest to the department afternoon, after he had read from vania a good deal worse than we beat ing campaign contributions by say- garage, place of amusement pr club.' the authorities and people of the towa
Will R. Morris of Minneapolis, one objected.
ing had been indiscriminate upon the against the attitude of Senator Bacon. what purported to be an extract from him at the primary,' said Colonel ing that he had been reluctant to sumsection of the city occupied by the They declared American prestige in Mr. E yose's testimony before the Roosevelt; "and personally I am con- mon his private secretary Into a con- of the three negro lawyers who had
and that an American Central America would suffer Immeas- senate committee to the effect that vinced that we shall carry Pennsyl- troversy, but that when Mr. Loeb of- been unseated by the executive comSTILL KILLING CHRISTIANS,
j
collector of customs named Ham sad urably if this government failed to he had advised John D. Archbold of vania without difficulty for the pro- fered his aid he felt the time had mittee but which action was reversed
Cettlnje,
Montenegro,
Aug. 28.
to
a
Oil
make
ticket.
as
come
to
Standard
esthe
company
for
tell
Iyoeb
its
Americans
gressive
citizens
There,
he
everywhere
and
property. They
protect
several other
narrowly
everything
by the association, sent a telegram Further massacres of Christians by
even predicted the spread of the un- second contribution to the 1904 cam- else, the fight is between Mr. Wilson knew about the matter.
caped injuiry from bursting shells.
announcing his resignation. The res- Turkish troops on the Albanian fronColonel Roosevelt said that his files
The United States is assured that rest throughout other Central Ameri- paign, lest the company encounter dif- and myself. The Taft supporters, as
ignation was accepted. The recall tier continue to be reported, but tho
shown by the action of Messrs. Pen- of letters bearing upon the whole of
the landing of troops has the approv- can states if the situation was not ficulties in- certain quarters.
judges was formally denounced Dy Montenegrin government is striving
Colonel Roosevelt said that in his rose and Archbold,
Follnw-in-- r promptly taken in hand.
have not the matter had been removed to a "safe the association as a "fallacy" and as its utmost to give effect, to the
Senator Baal of the T:7. srovernment.
peace
;i
:;.r:d
by Minister con virtually charged on the floor of opinion this was an offer of protec-- j slightest idea of electing Mr. Taft. place" and that there was no danger "tending to deprive the public of ful counsels of . the representatives of
of their' being stolen or being mislaid. judires of ability and hit;h character." the European powers,
rand their pro the senate, that this government's in- - tion from the government in return Moreover, they care little about it."
Wf--
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OOSEVELT DECLARES SENATOR PENROSE
HIS

,
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INSTITUTION ENGAGES CLERK OF CORPORATION COMMISSION SAYS HE IS A
EXCELLENT FACULTY
PROGRESSIVE.
TOR THIS YEAR

partment

The muBlcal faculty will consist cf
Miss Lucie Clark, from Russellvlllo,
Ark. She was graduated from Hardin
She did graduate
College, Missouri.
She has done
. work and taught there.
graduate work under recognized masters In Chicago, New York, St. Louis,
Asheville, and has taught a successful private school five years at home.
The "health of her mother Is the necessity which gives her to us. Mrs.
M. Corbin of our own city, whose ta
ent and qualifications are known to
all, will teach vocal music- Professor
I. Corrlngton, who also needs no Introduction will teach violin. ,
The work In art will be In the care
K
Mrs. M. E. Gilbert Her course
was tEefu "work In Synodlcal College, Mo. Her work in our midst Is
a guarantee of this department
We present this faculty to the town
and the wider patronage with every
confidence and proper pride, knowing
ful well that we can build a stronger
scEbof than ever, and we ought to
grow from year to year.
A strong course of lectures will be
given, and thrown open to the public.
They will be discussed In detail la
ter. Mr. Pistole will give eight lec
tures on the larger features of our history, and on some valuable points of
law and business. Rev. R. McSwaln
of Carlsbad, will lecture on certain
archaeological fields of Bible history,
Mrs. Frank Hubbard Newkirk will de
liver a series of eight lectures In eugenics, for girls and women only.
While Dr. Russell will offer the course
In eugenics for boys and men only.
Others will follow. We wish to organize aa soon as posslbla a Round
Table club of all Interested In scholarly pursuits. Many of mature age
are hungry for the continuance of
their studies In things worth while.

.

if

IE

HAVE A BIG

MOOSE"

ces the following as Its election for
the facility for the ensuing ;ear. Every effort'has been made to secure the
development 'of the school towards
meeting the requirements of our patronage. The board Is also deeply anxi
ous to secure a social, educational
and general relation In all things with
the town, to whom the schools owes
We again affirm our appre
bo much.
ciation of the support given us in
many forms.
The literary work of the grade,
academy and college will be In the
hands of President B. C. Morgan. Rev
J. D. F, Houck, A. B.; Mrs. Kathryn
Rav. M. A. The board has left It
possible to secure several more teach
ers, If they are needed; but was unwilling to be obligated to a greater
number than was absolutely necessary
for financial reasons. There are some
very desirable people ready in case
of need, of fhe required standing. Mrs.
'
W. A. Kaufman Will be matron, and
will be available for substitute work,
in, either the literary of musical de-

r

CUCRY COUNTY TO

IILU1UUU

10 JOIN
Hi

Artesia, :N. M., Aug. 28. The board
of trustees of Western college, announ

i

nrar.ru;

,

.

EDWARD C. MORGAN.
LAMBS ARE SOLD

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 28.
are still a number of sheep brofrom various
kers in Albuquerque
parts of the country, the lamb market
is at present rather dull, because of
the fact that the sheep growers, for
the most part, have contracted for all
their lambs far November delivery,
and the lambs to all Intent and purposes are now in the hands of specu-latorThe brokers will either sell
their holdings over again at a good
margin or will ship them to Colorado
or other feeding grounds late in the
fall. There Is an unprecedented demand for good lambs this season and
high prices continue to prevail.
SISTER VEARA DEAD
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 28. Death
came Monday night at 11 o'clock to
Sister M. Veara Divine at the Loretto
Convent In this city. Sister Veara,
whose home Is In St. Paul, Kansas,
was recently sent from St. Louis to
'Denver, Colo., on account of her failing health, but receiving little or no
benefit there she) waa transferred to
the sisters here last March. It was
apparently a case of coming out here
too late, for despite everything that
could be done for her she continued to
her Monsink, death finally relle-tnFe
In
Santa
day night Though only
a short time she succeeded In endearing herself to all of the sisters. The
funeral fill be held from'the Bisters'
chapel tomorrow mornjng. Interment
will be made In Rosario cemetery.

.

election of Colonel Roosevelt and the
national and Etate candidates of the

progressive party."
Mr. Armijo returned yesterday from
Kansas City, where lie represented
the local lodge at the national con
vention of the Loyal Order of Moose.
He served in Cuba with Colonel
Roosevelt as a sergeant in Troop F
of the Rough Riders and has always
been a warm admirer of the former
president.
SNATCHES POCKETBOOK

Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 28. An un
known man, described as being six
feet In height and a drug fiend, short
ly before 6 o'clock last night snatched
a wallet containing $150 In currency,
the property of a man whose name has
not been ascertained, and dashing out
of the door of the Main saloon, made
his getaway. . Though a policeman
took up the trail of the unknown some
ten minutes later, no trace of the
purse snatcher was found, and the
thief is still at large. It Is presumed
that he left the pity on. the first train.
The man who owned the heavy wal
let, together with some friends were
having a few drinks together last
night. The tall stranger, with sallow
cheeks and hungry eyes was standing
before the bar as nonchalantly as a
millionaire spending a nickel. The fellow with the greenbacks became
wrought up in conversation and taking off his coat, laid Jt across the bar
declaring that he was ready to fight
all comers. In the Inside pocket was
the Wg wallet.
The tall stranger
seized It and dashed out the saloon
door. He was out of sight before the
stupefied spectators of the theft could
thing of pursuing him. An officer was
called and wandered away with rtM
ueual prayer that her would run across
the wallet snatoher, but he never did.
K. OF C. CELEBRATION
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 28. Plans
are fast being developed by special
committees of Albuquerque
council
No. 641, Knights of Columbus, for a
two-dacelebration to be held In this
city on aSturday and Sunday, October
12 and 13. Saturday, October 12, being Columbus day, now a legal holiday In this state, the Knights of Columbus will make a special effort to
honor the name and memory of the
great discoverer. A brilliant program
is now being aranged. Ori the Sunday
following Columbus day.a large class
of candidates will receive the three
degrees of the Knights of Columbus.
The Columbus day celebration and the
initiation ceremonies are to be statewide affairs , and Knights of Columbus are expected to attend from all
sections of New Mexico and northern
Arizona.
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MEDAL IS
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FIFTH ANNUAL SESSION AT CLO-VIEXPECTED TO BREAK
RECORDS.

REUNION
OLD SANTA FE TRAIL DAYS ARE
TO BE RECALLED IN
WESTPORT

LOOPE

THE LOOP IN'

ATTRACTION AT

Ciovis, N. M., Aug. 28. The fifth
county fair to be held at Ciovis, N. M., "the five thousand wonder
c.'ly," promises to be one of the greatest surprises for all who attend, that
New Mexico has ever given, frem-lulists aggregating 11,000 for the
lest crop stuff and live stock 1
been raised, besides other interesting
attractions, and the people In that
section of the country are together, on
the plan of making it the greatest
event --that has ever been pulled off
in the county.
The first county fair was held four
years ago, and while the attempt met
with splendid success, the fair has not
reached sufficient proportions to com
mand state-wid- e
attention until the
present year. The abundance of rain
throughout this section of the coun
try for the past two months, has put
the crop conditions in the best shape
that the country has ever known, and
already there Is awaiting the sightseers and investors to that section
of the Panhandle country, a scene of
activity and agricultural development
Hhat Is certainly good to look upon.
committee.
enOther recruits to the progressive The county fair this year will be
been
which
has
closed
a
in
tent,
huge
party announced today are Rlcardo
Aiarid and Fred Delgado. Alarid has provided for by B. D. Oldham, presi
been prominent in republican coun dent of the chamber of commerce;
have
cils while Delgado has been equally and other adjacent buildings
attractwo
tne
been
for
donated
days'
prominent in the ranks of the democ.
tions. The first day of the program
racy.
will be taken up in arranging the crop
Armijo to Take Stump,
exhibits and live stock, ending at
for
my
no
"I have
feeling against
mer political associates," said Mr. noon with an old fashioned free bas
ket dinner picnic, and it is reasonArmijo today, "and fully appreciate
will
all that they have done for me, but ably estimated that o,000 people
A Bplendid
be
at
time.
that
present
new
party
everybody in Joining the
of races, contests and other
and I want to get in the game. Ninety-n- program
amusement
attractions has been pro
hundred
of
ine
out
people
every
the
that I have talked to recently are vided for, and if the signs of Cioof
are
times
the
read
city
aright,
is
for the progressives. The change
matter
bound to come and I want to align vis will do itself proud in the
who
are
of
the
people
entertaining
and
new
get
party
myself with the
on these dates Sep
into the campaign, vigorously for the expected there

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 28. Some
excitement In political circle waa evident here today over the announce
ment that George W. Armijo, chief
clerk for the corporation commission,
and a lifelong republican, had resigned his position and announced his
alliance with the progressive party
It Is said that the members of the
corporation commission were not ex
actly satisfied with Mr. Armijos work
and the charge has been freely made
that the chief clerk. neglected his du.
ties and devoted too much time to
outside business.
Armijo has long been active In reHe
publican affairs in Santa Fe.
was a leading candidate for secretary
of state before the Las Vegas con
vention, and failing to - secure the
nomination he was given a place on
the ticket as a candidate for a place
on the corporation commission, being
the only republican defeated for that
office. He was appointed chief clerk
of the commission, following its or
ganization, upon the recommendation
of the republican state' executive
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WRECK

ACCIDENT
OCCURRED
FREAK
WHEN BRIDGE GAVE WAY
BENEATH. TRAIN.

EXQUISITE
STYLES FOR FALL

1012

The new season's styles are more than ordinarily attractive
and radically differirom those of the past season.

BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS

Quaint and curious are many of the
in every line are now arriving daily and our stocks are
rapidly
mishaps of the rail, says the Railway
When signals are
Man's Magazine.
filling up for the Fall Season.
not seen or orders go wrong, and the
old girl finds herself either atop of
Among the latest arrivals are
some piece of rolling stock or lying
on her back In a ditch, ther,e may be
NEW SUITS,
more than the disaster itself to cause
SILK AND WOOL DRESSES
wonderment.
western
Many
EVENING GOWNS,
SILK PETTICOATS
railroad men will remember a train
load of wheat that broke in two on
NEW
MILLINERY,
NEW SILKS
the old California Pacific railroad be- 'x'here
Cal.
and
Sulsuln
Summit
NEW FALL SUITS AND SHIRTS FOR HEN
twjeen
were fourteen flat cars loaded with
the gfaln, bound for Vallejo. Two
We will be pleased to have you
inspect the new
styles.
hogs were puffing their sides out get
"
You'll
not be obligated by doing so.
when
the
the
the
hill,
drag up
ting
link and pin between the sixth and
seventh cars parted and the tail
started down the grade.
Laa Veaa'LoadinSioro
The hind shack had gone up aheaJ,
thinking all was safe, and there was
no one to apply the brakes. The eight
cars gained a pretty lively momentum
as they dashed down the grade. The
$6 In bullion.
Established 1862
crew of the mixed regular which hapSouth SicUPkja.
The emblem, which Is of great histo be approaching the old town
pened
famIs
toric value,
the property of the
of Bridgeport' saw them coming.
ily of Arba F. Pierce, Main street and
Both trains were on the same track,
to
Waverly Way. It has been lent
but
the mixed was nearing a switch. one another that they were braced One hundred
and forty-ninthe Kansas City Historical society for
soldiers
Old Jim Ireland, the eagle-ey- e
of the against each other.
were drowned.
exhibition at the reunion and carnival.
mixed, hustled up to the. switch, let
vhile an eastbound freight on the
The medal was discovered May 31, his
fireman down to open it and Rock Island
Summ't backed
using the wannibal & St.
1887, by workmen grading
PALACE CHANGES HANDS
into the clear.
Joe track was approaching the bridge
street In Quimby's addition to Old
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 28. A deaf
The
took
switch
3
the
at
o'clock
runaways
In
eight
the
morning, the engiWestport, before Westport became 8
clean, but went off the embankment neer saw that the creek was flooded wap closed yesterday whereby the
part of Kansas City.
Palace hotel, one of the oldest and
and Into the soft tule land of the vi- and that the bridge was in danger.
A workman exhumed the bones of
best known hotels In the state, changcar
remained right side
He called to the fireman and both ed hands.
an Indian. The medal. In a leather cinity. Every
The new proprietors are
was
not
a
and
lost.
wheat
of
sack
up,
men jumped.
pouch, had been hung 'about the InW.
H.
Mendenhall
of Kansas City and
In Southern Colorado, several years
dian's neck. Next the right hand rest
bo narrow was their escape that W. M. Mabson ofAlabama. Both
are
a
rains
caused
washout
ago
heavy
ed a tomahawk. The bones 'unmlsta'
and carried away a bridge. - Over a both landed in the creek, though they experienced men In the hotel business
ably were those of an Indian chief.
and are going into this new proposiof Bome fifty feet nothing was escaped with slight Injuries.
It was the custom 75 years ago, an-.- span
The engine crossed the span, but tion to make a success. The new
left but rails and crossties. A freight
even later, to present one Of these
came along In the night. The engin was pulled back by the tender, and management expects to start right In
medals to the, chief of those tribes eer felt
the rails sag and applied the stood upon Its (nd in the creek. Five to make extensive Improvements 'In
with which the "Great Father at
air. The locomotive ran onto the loaded box cars piled Into the gap, the way of carpeting, furniture and
Washington" had made a treaty.
rails, but the fishplates held They burst open. Their contents were decoration. The lobby and halls are
At the time the medal was found hanging
scattered. The head brakeman was to be considerably changed also. Tho
and further disaster was averted.
John C. McCoy a pioneer citizen of
tember 27 and 28. ,
What is supposed to be one of the killed.
general public will be greatly pleased
Excursion rates nave been secured Westport, recalling several powerful greatest freaks In railroad accidents
The rear brakeman nurrled back to to learn of the good work that Is to
and there will be a special Immigra chiefs who were burled in, this vicinity
be done on the, Palace for it is withhappened to a Cumberland Valley flag a Hannibal freight, but in his
tion excursion over the Santa Fe just came to the conclusion, from the locanear HarrlBburg, Pa, The drag
he got upon the wrong track out doubt one of the best known and
drag
before this date. The county fair is tion of the grave that the bones ex was
this part of the counstanding on the main westbound and was killed by a Wabash train, the leading hotels
under the management of H. A. Arm-- j humed were those of Chief Fool of tne track, and the hind' end was unpro- engineer of which did f not see the try. Mrs. Mehdenhall and also Mrs.
tBs'CKvltf'-jOtiiiiSi-,'
or
Indians.
"Kanzas"
Kansas
stron"jj'rstr-otected. A passenger engine left the wreck In time to stop. He jumped and Mabson and ojilld 'will arrive In San"Fool Chief, as he was known, wns
(who has spent considerable time and
depot about 11 o'clock at night and was badly hurt. The head brakeman ta Fe shortly fo make this their home.
money the past four years in putting a powerfully built Indian and exercis- leaped Into the car. The car was load- and fireman escaped with
slight in o. a, AKins, srae retiring manager.
Ciovis on the map from a county fair ed great Influence.
His career was ed with pig iron ore. Early the next juries, but the rear brakeman
was leaves at onci for his home In Kan
standpoint, and any information de full of interesting and thrilling Inci- morning the wrecker lifted the engine badly injured. The Wabash bridge sas City as also will his
housekeeper
sired concerning the fair, Ciovis, IM. dents. It was a unwritten law In his out of the car.
Only the brake rig- turned sidewise when the train Mrs. Rolsar and the two Miss Ban- M., or his section of the country, will tribe when one of their number killed
ging was deranged, and the engine struck. The engine and eleven care nons, bookkeeper and cashier, respeer
be cheerfully given to those interest- another the murderer waa to be turn- went out on her
regular run that went ihto the cr,eeK.
tlvely.ed.
ed over to the friends of the dead In- night
Mr. Mendenhall has made friends
Three
were
tramps
the
peronly
Ciovis has the passenger and dian for trial and punishment "Fool
In a head-ocollision on a North- sons killed on this train.
fast since he came to Santa Fe, and
raildivision
Fe
of
the
Santa
freight
Chief" had a violent temper, and fre western road, one of the locomotives
Some years ago a tram was bound the fact that he is to retain his conroad, and has machine shops costing quently killed men of his tribe. He landed
directly on top of th,e other from Osaka to Kobe,
over $1,000,000, also a monthly payroll was wealthy, however, and always and
Japan. It was nection with the hotel will give uniheld fast The engine that was 1 o'clock in
the
morning. The train, versal satisfaction.
aggregating $65,000, and is one of the succeeded In buying his freedom.
straddled kept the rails, although tne made
twenty-thre- e
of
cars laden
up
livest cities of its size in the entire
"Fool Chief" was converted by the tender and cars behind the acrobatic
with 400 soldiers,
DUKE ENDS TORONTO VISIT.
southwest.
returning from
Rev. John T. Peery, a Methodist mis locomotive left the tracks and rolled
service In China, was
Into
Toronto,, Ont, Aug. 28. as the consionary. The chief subsequently drop Into the ditch. Fortunately the acci- Kobe on a track laid creeping
A TREACHEROUS TROUBLE.
along the sea cluding feature of his three' days'
ped his religion, however, and became dent resulted without loss of life.
wall which skirts the harbor. A storm stay in Toronto the Duke of
East La a Vegas People Point the Way a hard drinker. A brave from the Paw
ht
It is seldom that one washout con- was raging. Huge waves battered the
held
a
Out
review
of
the
boj
nee tribe was visiting Fool 'Chief's trives to wreck two trains on two difsea wall and drenched the train. Sud scouts at the Canadian National exhiKidney diseases are very dangerous. camp one
day. He was sitting In a ferent roads at the same time, but
a
mountain of water dashed bition thia afternoon. Tonight his roydenly
They come on silently, gain ground tent
eating, when the drunken, vici just such an accident occurred five over the sea wall.
It struck the train al highness, accompanied by the Duchrapidly, and cause thousands of deaths ous chief entered. Fool Chief drew
miles east of Kansas City.
with such force that the engine and ess of Connaught and Princess Patrithat could rave been prevented by a
knife and scalped the brave, remov
A creek forty feet wide and twenty eleven cars were thrown from the
proper treatment in the beginning.
cia, leave in a special train for the
his "top knot" with one sweep of feet deep was crossed
ing
by the Wabash track. The weight of the engine held west. Their
Nature gives early warnings of kidney
trip will last until Octothe blade. The brave resented such and by the Hannibal & St. Joe rail- It where
disease backache, twinges of pain
it lay, but the backwash ber and will take them as far as the
Fool
roads on parallel bridges so near to swept the eleven cars into the sea, Pacific coast.
when stooping or lifting, headaches familiarity and promptly stabbed
Chief to death.
and urinary disorders. If these symptoms are unheeded, there Is grave
danger of dropsy or fatal Bright's disROMANCE SHATTERED
ease. Doan's Kidney Pills have earned
Milwaukee,
Aug. 28. Another ro
a reputation for their effectiveness in
CAPITAL PAID IN
mance
has
been
shattered today. Some
'
kidney troubles, and are known and
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
C.
recommended the world over. East young miss was robbed of a good look
n
r--v
Las Vegas testimony proves the merits ing wealthy man, and "A Kramer of
,
ft
of Doan's Kidney Pills to our readers. Chicago," the aforesaid man, will
Mrs. Andres Sena, 1015 Sixth St, ,have to use new bait If he !s deter
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "The mined to catch a bride by throwing
All this
J. M. Cunningham, President
use of Doan's Kidney Pills In pur bottles in Lake Michigan.
T. Hoskins, Cashier.
home had demonstrated their great misfortune was brought on because it
Frank Springer,
value in relieving backache and other happened to be a young man Instead
kidney disorders. We procured this of a miss who fished a bottle from
remedy at the Center Block Pharmacy the Kinnickinnlo niver.
and It brought such satisfactory reThis particular bottle contained the
sults that- I publicly testified In Us followed note signed by A. Kramer
, INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
praise over two years ago. I have and dated 1906:.
"Thle bottle, I hope, will be found
personally recommended Doan's Kidney Pills to many of my friends sinca by some adorable miss who has spunk
then."
enough to ask a wealthy man to marry
For sale by 'all dealers. Price 50 her."
Foster-Mllburcento.
Co., Buffalo,
was
A postcrlpt says that the
New York, sole agents for the United thrown from the steamer Iowa on
States.
leaving the Chicago harbor. The botRemember the name Doan's and tle has been six years In coming to
take no other.
Milwaukee as George
Strehlow, a
Capital Stock,
Jones Island resident, says he picked
LAW TO CURB AUCTIONEERS,
it up while rowing across1 the river
Office with the San Mlgael National Bank
'Decatur, 111., Aug. 28. The thir- near the harbor, and therefore it eviteenth annual meeting of the Illinois
floated into port
Wm. G. Ilaydon
Auctioneers' association began a two dently
President
days' session bjere today. A law reguH. W. Kelly
Vice
President
MEETING. OF IOWA FLORISTS
lating the practice of auctioneers and
D. T. Hoskins
providing for their disbarment In case
Treasurer
Des Moines, It, Aug. 28. The tenth
any of the sections are violated will annual meeting of the Society of Iowa
Interest Padd on Deposia
be drafted by the convention and sub- Florists began In this city today with
mitted to the next legislature with a an attendance of members from many
request for its enactment.
parts of the state.
l
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Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 28- .- When
the Banta Fe Trail and Battle- of
Westport Reunion and Carnival opens
on Mill Creek parkway In Westport
next Saturday, possibly the most in
teresting relic on exhibition will be
a large silver medal cast by the Tlri-teStates government in 1837.
On one side of the medal is a like
ness of. President Van Buren, sur
rounded by the words, "Martin Vsn
Buren, President of the C.iited
States." Below Is the date It was cast
"A. D. 1837."
On the reverse side
are two clasped hands above which
are seen a tomahawk and a long stem
pipe. The Inscription on this side is
"Peace and Friendship." Stripes on
the coat sleeve of the hand on the
left indicate the military power of the
government while the other hand,
sleeveless, apparently is meant for
that of an Indian. The medal Ie
of solid silver and Is worth more than

old-tim- e
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Las Vegas Savings Bank
$30,000.00
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PLANT
THAR
CITY

IS TO BE MADE A PLACE
OF PERPETUAL ,
LIGHT.

New York, Aug. 28.

In addition to

the greatest

electric lighting plant
New York is now to have the greatest gas plant in the world,' surpassing even that which supplies the
needs of London and as a result Is
soon to add to its title of the city
that never sleeps that of the city that
never grows dark. Work is already
underway which when completed will
provide the largest source of light
supply ver created by man. As now
planned this giant plant will cWsist
of nine separate units capable of supplying 250,000,000 cubic feet of gas
daily. Just what this means is shown
by the fact that the new light center,
capable of making the Great White
will
Way look dim by comparison
cost in tlie neighborhood of ?100,0u0,-OQ0- .
Each unit of this vast plant will
be a good-siaemanufacturing city
In itself since the total area will be
about 350 acres or more than half a
square mile. One feature will be two
great steel oil tanks with a "capacity
"of a million gallons each. To guard
against the danger of fir,ei with such
enormous quantities of inflammable
material at hand a special fire station
is to be erected. In addition to this,
great earbhn dikes have been raised
about the oil tanks. Should this liquid ever catch fire and break Its met
al barriers New York would thus be
afforded the spectacle of a burning
'lake, which except tor this safeguard
might become a most disastrous fiery
flood. The producing capacity of th,e
new plant when completed will be
f
times the
nearly two and
present gas consumption of Manhattan and the Bronx, and a twenty-on- e
foot tunnel hewn out of the solid rock
250 below the sea level will be a part
of the systenj for conveying the gas
to the upper part of the city. Altogether New York, with the completion
of this giant undertaking promises to
become a city of perpetual dayligiht.
d

one-hal-

Pataaonian Immioration.
entry has been made in
New York's streani of foreign immigration, unique even in the infinite
variety with which immigration offiranchmen
cials are associated-Vtwfrom Patagonia having arrived here
with the purpose I of undertaking
sheep raising on the northern continent. Both (have a, surprising knowlconditions in
edge . of world-wid- e
their business and both have become
convinced that the prospects for making money are the better on the
northern continent. Among the many
of immidistinct paths and
gration that come under the observation of the immigration officials,
there have been none leading from
South America and comparatively few
from the United States to 'South
America, although Europe is pouring
in new settlers by thousands. However, the arrival of the two men
from Patagonia is believed to be the
forerunner of a new lot of alien home
seekers, although the entire population of Patagonia would barely supply
men enough to police the streets of
Gotham. As a result of the keen interest taken by Immigration authorities in the entry of these names of
Charles P. Houstock of Rio Gall egos,
and H. Calcutt, it subsequently was
ascertained that Houstock finally
bought six sections of land in the big
irrigated tract of the Canadian Pacific railway out in Alberta. They report-e- d
that they had been attracted to
this territory by learning of the case
of a farmer near Red Deer, Alberta,
who sold fifty ewes to a neighbor at
f 6 each, taking a note for the amount.
Before the note was due the neighbor
had received 83 cents per head clear
for the wool from the sheep, and had
raised 54 lambs. And he then sold
the whole bunch of 104 at $6 each.
His expense had been nominal, as
A nov,el

,

there had been no more shelter than ment stores with their daily bargain
some brush, and the entire feed con- sales in this country has been unable
sisted of straw and some unsalable to make these methods popular in his
London store. For a time the older
hay.
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British stores adoptea the American

sales methods, but now they have fallWar On Hobble Skirts.
Mere man, in the person of officials en back to the old conservative lines.
of New York's street car lines, may As a result English merchants are
yet have something to say concerning now about to make a careful diagnosis
the styles of feminine fashions of of our department Btores in an effort
dress, and the dictates of the dress- to discover a cure for the English
maker be made less absolute. As the shoppers' untipatjjy to the methods
result of an investigation which trac- by which our shops are able to turn
!
tion officials have been carrying on stock over so rapidly and handle such
for some time the conclusion has been a wide variety of goods.
reached that the hobble skirt is a
public detriment and that dresses CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
CONVENTION
should in the future be planned with
the needs of this public in mind. The Republican Headquarters of the Ooutichief accusation brought against the J
ty of San Miguel.
Las Vegas, N, M., Aug. 19, 1912.
hobble skirt is that it impedes traf- y
A convention of the republicans of
fic. While its effect is not noticeable
on subway or elevated trains where the county of San Miguel, state ,of
there is no necessity to step up, there New Mexico, is hereby called to be
11th day; of September,
is a marked, difference in the case d held
surface cars according to one high of- 1912, at 9 o'clock In the forenoon of
ficial. According to him delays caused said day, at the county court house
by the time consumed in stepping up In Las VegaSi New Mexico, for the
on to the platform by the wearers of purpose of choosing 30 delegates to
tight skirts are a prlmray reason for the State republican convention which
slow travel. To this same style he will be held In the city of Albuqueralso attributes many accidents, and que, New Mexico, on the 12th, day of
the wearing out of sidewalks. "A September, A. D 1912, for the
of nominating a representative to
large number of accidents," says he,
"are due to the fact that women wear the Sixty-thircongress of the United
hobble skirts which impede them in States and three presidential electors
entering or alighting from cars. to be voted for at the general elec-loMoreover we also find that this skirl
which will be held on Tuesday,
by shortening steps and thus increas November 5th, 1912, and for the puring the number adds greatly to the pose of transacting such other busiwear and tear on the pavements." So ness as may properly come before
for utilitarian reasons it looks as if said convention.
man might yet have something to say
The various precincts of the Counconcerning women's styles.
ty of San Miguel are entitled to the
following number of delegates from
Lost House Is Found.
their respective precincts,
While lost persons are nothing un
Precinct No.
Delegates
usual in New YorK, the police records 1. San
2
Miguel
20
50
from
to
a
reports
showing
day 2. La Cuesta
4
of such cases, the present week has 3.
4
Las Vegas South
brought to light the first instance on 4. Tecolote
4
record so far as known of a lost 5. Las
7
North
Vegas
house.
Curiously enough the house 6.
3
Central
Las
Vegas
in question belongs, or at least is sup
'. . . 2
7. San Antonio
posed to belong, to the city itself and 8.
2
Las Vegas Arriba
stands in one of the most crowded 9.
3
Pecos
spots in the world adojming a police 10.
2
Chaperito
court on the lower East side. For 30
3
11. San Geronimo
years back at least nobody has known 14.
2
Sapello
or has attempted to find out to whom
2
12. Rowe
brick restthe house, an
2
13. Rociada
.)
dencse, really belonged.
During ail
."
2
14. Sapello
rentthis time it has been occupied
2
15. Las Manuelitas v
freeby various attacnes of the police 16. Union
2
next
court
door, but the official rec
2
17.
San
Patricio
ords of the city contain no reference
2
18.
Misbawaka
or
to it and apparently nobody knew
2
19.
McKinley
took the trouble to inquire as to its
2
20. San Juan
ownership. How much longer the
3
21.
Colorada
Casa
modest old house might have conceal2
ed its identity in the center of the 22. Sablnoso
23.
Jose
San
teeming Eait side had not an accident
2
revealed its secret might never be 24. La Liendre
2
Blanca
Pena
25v
known. It happened a few days ago,
2
...
Alamos
26.
Los
however, that one of the occupants of
2
27.
San
Pablo
of
the
the house complained
poor
"2
quality of the gas supply. The com 28. Chavez
11
29.
Las
East
Vegas
no
of
existed
found
record
that
pany
2
any connection with the house and 30. Canon de Manuelitas
2
31.
Puertecito
toe
had
been illuminating
that it
2
place for thirty years or more at its 32. El Pueblo
2
own expense. An attempt was then 33. Los Vigiles
2
made to locate the owner with the re 34. San Isidoro
3
35
Gallinas
found
who
couM
Las
be
sult that nobody
2
claimed it nor could any record be 36. Penasco Blanco
2
discovered of its ownership. While 37. El Cerrito
3
the city probably will enforce' its 38. Los Torres
2
claim to the property the early his 39. Tecolotito
2
tory of the old house and the story ol 40. Bernal
2
how it came to lose itself in lowet 41. Canon Largo
2
Manhattan seem likely to remain un- 42. Romeroville
2
43. Los Fuertesi
solved mysteries.
2
44. Ojitos Frios
2
45. Cherryvale
Experts Study Bargain Counters.
2
That American and English shop- 46. Emplazado
-

j
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pers are

essentially

different

for

some reason not yet discovered seems
to be the opinion of two representatives of. one of London's largest
stores who have come to this city to
study the methods of big department
stores here in an attempt to find out
why the bargain sale which is so popular here In this country Is so unpopular abroad. According to their statements two sales a year are all that
the British public will countenance as
comparedto the practically daily offerings at cut prices here. Apparently the attempted introduction of
American methods In
London has
now owed its failure to lack of proper handling, since the English visitors point out that one American long
associated in the operation of depart- -
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47. Hot Springs
48. Trementina
49. Agua Zarca
50. Guadalupe
51. San Ignacio
52. Las Colonias
53. Encinosa

2

2

Impurities which prevent the place from healing.
Then a stream of rich, nourishing blood, which
S. S. S. creates, causes a perfect and natural knitting together of all flesh fibres, making a thorough
and permanent cure. The sore does not "come
made a cure, because its source has been deshas
S.S.S.
when
tack"
ulcers and medical advice free.
and
sores
on
Book
troyed '
WE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.

Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to
the Roswell News, of Roswell, New
Mexico. After the above date all no
tices of estrays will be published In
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary.
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been heard of him. The authorities u place wholly Chinese and dear to
did not dare kill him, but they buried the tradition of the race.
him alive.
Peking remains the capital because
Yuan Shi Kai can probably put up Yuan said he preferred to remain
the defense or "China custom" for bis there. That has been the center of
act of killing the men who were his his activities. He is at home there
guests for a friendly conference. Al- and has always commanded troops
ways under the guise of friendship there. The mere possession of them
he has removed from his path those lias given him the reputation of a solwhom he thought were likely to op- dier.
He probably thinks that the
pose him. Although all his life, a
other provinces are now afraid of the
he never had a personal encoun- northern troops and of his untried
ter in the open with a foe. He has prowess in battle. Three centuries of
become the first man in China by al- Tartar rule proved that Peking is the
together other means.
safest place in China for an autocrat.
So far as appears by the news deIn the conflict now promised new
spatches Dr. Sun's friends have all revelations of the course of Yuan Shi
joined in pleading with him not to go Kai in the political upheaval of the
to Peking, and their opinion has been country are to he expected. It may be
unanimous that he would meet hU recalled that the new imperial regime
death at the hands of Yuan Shi Kai. had stripped him of his rank and banThe only motive for killing him would ished him from the capital province
be that which actuated the execution after he had lived for years there in
of the others. Their treason, which high station. When the revelation
Yuan Shi Kai pleads, consisted In broke out the Imperial house sent for
their holding party views not agreeable him to go to Peking and become Us
to ,the president.
protector. There have been hints that
Dr. Sun Is leader of the party of the Imperial authorities summoned
the men who were, executed. Treason him to Peking for fear that otherwise
is not a charge that will hold against he would be in a hostile camp.
him, however plausibly It may be adHis defense of the throne, as re
vanced.
His death would rouse-thported in the news despatche, showed
entire country. Dictatorship bought him a good friend of himself. As
at that price would be a perilous pos- usual, he led no troops to battle.
session.
Yuan Shi Kai has taken When the enemy gave sign of ap
many long chances, but he is not the proach he set up a parley. The throne
man to throw his own life away want- poured treasure Info his lap to pay his
only. If he could only tuck Dr. Sun soldiers and keep up the good fight.
Into an official berth such as the im- Finally, by his persuasion, the throne
perial house provided for Chang Chi yielded without fighting and when the
Tung his plans might run much more imperial household moved away the
smoothly than now Beems likely.
soldiers engaged in a campaign of loot
Now that no doubt remains of the because
they had not received their
ambition of Yuan Shi Kai to be the wages.
supreme ruler of China, under any Since Yuan became president there
title, the problem before the reform- has not been the first sign In China of
ers is greatly simplified. They know substantial political progress. The
at last that they are dealing with an country is bankrupt. Foreign money
autocrat, who Intends to be master will not go there because it can get
and will tolerate no interference with no security. ' Yuan rejected the prohis personal ryle. His announcement position of foreign advisers to supera fortnight ago that unless his advis- vise! the outlay of money and to asers followed his orders he would name sure Its use for public purposes rather
dictators, was doubtless regarded as than private enrichment And then
mere bluster, or else the generals of he"saved his face" by appointing two
the southern party would not have
foreign advisers, who have
accepted his invitation for a confer- not induced any change of banking
ence. The executions gave the signal opinion and have not advised other
for a fight to a finish.
wise.
a
Victories of peace are hardly to be
China has proved to other nations
expected in the present state of China, that it started the republic Under
The man In power is not of the kind leadership nowise different In disposito retire by mere pressure of official tion or practices from the regime that
or popular opinion. He has contrived was overthrown. That mistake seems
most- of his life to keep himself In to be in the
way of speedy correction.
high station. If he Is to be overthrown In the end the new government will
it will be by force. Probably he be in the hands of its friends. Ne
thinks himself unconquerable.
York World.
is his strong trait and
it has usually carried him through.
One of the most common complaints
No terms can be made with him ex- that hard working peoplo are afflicted
cept by conquest, in which event he with is lame baok. Apply Chamberwould doubtless exile himself with his lain's liniment twice a day and massage the
thoroughly at each apfortune and the republic would have plication, parts
and you will get quick relief.
a chance. Real friends of China have For sale by all dealers.
never supposed that the republic
GEORGIA DEMOCRATS MEET.
could make headway under him.
Macon, Ga., Aug. 28. The demoDr. Sun passed over the presidency
to Yuan In the interests of peace and cratic state convention of Georgia asharmony. At that time the reformers sembled here today to latify the rehad declared for Nanking as the na- sults of the recent state, primary and
tional capital. That was the seat of to frame a party platform. Delethe old native dynasties before the gates from every county of the state
Tartar Invasion. The reformers wish- filled the auditorium when the coned to wipe Peking oo the political map vention was called to order at 10
and start the new rule elsewhere, in. o'clock this morning.
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PRESIDENT OF CHINESE REPUBLIC EMBODIES MANCHU
PRINCIPLES
By a

Former American Resident

In

China
Current events in China are as significant of political progress as any-

thing that has occurred there since
the movement for a republic was started.
Already the world sees that in
turning out the Manchu rulers the
Chinese did not greatly improve their
affairs, beyond the assertion of a big
Those now .highpolitical principle.
est in authority had their official
training under the empire. Their
of absolutism are Inbred.
It was not for perpetuation of the
old rule under a new name that the
is
people revolted, and civill war
tlneatened to settle again the question
of government.
However cruel the
conflict, class cannot stand against
mass, and popular faith in the republic will be confirmed by fresh baptism. The next rulers will not be of
no-t'o-

he old school.
Yuan Shi Kai, whose tenhre of the
presidency is said to fce still provisional, and Dr. Sun Yat Sen, who
yielded first place to Yuan, in the
hope of promoting strength and unity
embody the opposite political ideals
that are now to contest for supremacy. A patriot in China shines conspicuously because he has rarely appeared in public view. If Dr. Sun had not
previously proved his title to patriotism it would be universally conceded
by his present boldness in going to
Peking to confront there the powerful
Yuan and demand his impeachment.
The thing that Yuan has done to
provoke the visit of Dr. Sun sending
men to execution whom he had invited to Peking for peaceful
political
conference is what the imperial
house would have done in. similar circumstances.
Patriots who declared
themselves for liberal government or
the open door in the days of the empire, and who were Invited to Peking
to explain their views, usually took
themselves as quickly as possible out
of the country. They knew that the
imperial house could tolerate only one
opinion. When they fled rewards
were offered from Peking . for their
,,
heads.
There is only one recorded case In
which a patriot and reformer went to
Peking on invitation and escaped
death. Chang Chi Tung, viceroy at
Wuchang, wrote a book favoring the
open door, entitled "China's Only
Hope." He was an old man, had done
excellent
service for the empire
thorugh a long official career, and he
enjoyed the confidence and love of
the people. His execution would prob;

.

ably have stirred a general revolt a
dozen yearg ago.
The Peking authorities transferred
him from his important post as vic
eroy, where he was supreme over a
vast district ,to a place on an Imperial
advisory board in Peking. From having
been one of the chief figures In the
empire he was removed wholly from
the public eye. Nothing has since

'

'
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MILLIONS ARE GRABBED BY AN
"AMERICAN EXCHANGE," A
FAKE, CONCERN
Copenhagen, Aug. 28. It sounds unbelievable that, in a small country Ilka
Denmark fortunes amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars have during a period of a few years, passed
through the hands of a local bucket
shop which, by means of an exceedingly clever trick, has managed to

operate in Scandinavia undisturbed
until now.
But the most remarkable feature oC
the case, which has caused a sensation all over Scandinavia, Is that the
principal, Harry Cardossa head, of
this gambling bureau, is a young man
25 years of age, who as assistants employed his father, Louis Cardossa, a
bankrupt tailor, as secretary, and hia
two sisters and a younger brother as
clerks.
The modus operandi, which has been
publicly unveiled In court was that
heaps of circulars were spread broadcast over Scandinavia, followed later
on by chasers and ultimately travelers, Inviting the public to operate on
the "American exchange, where the
gold was lying, waiting only to be
called for."
Largely by means of the catching
title under which the business waJ
run the concern soon got a number ol
clients on their books. The method
then was easy as it seems now. If a
customer was Induced to give an order, say for 1,000 casks of lard "for
the rise," another victim was quickly
produced and advised to give a similar order, but "a la halsse" for &
fall in prices. In this way the "exchange" never personally ran any
risk. The "exchange" satisfied Itself
with the commission, amounting to 2?
per cent of the gross amount Involved.
This commission during the existence
'
of the "exchange" reached amazing
figures.

It has been shown In court that although the "exchange" on all Its sta.

tionery had printed the names of three'
telegraph codes, which it pretended to
use, not a single telegram had ever
been sent to America. All the "operations" were actually transacted within the walls of the offices, using the
stocl
figures from Reut';r's official
exchange telegrams published in the
newspapers dally.
The principal, shortly before
the
prosecution was begun, "went for &
holiday to America," leaving behind
him as the officials of his exchange
his family, who apparently have only,
taken a subsidiary part in the business and his victims.
,

"I was cured of diarrhoea hy one
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
Qebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There lg nothing better. For sale hy all dealers.
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While all Old Sores are not cancerous in their nature, every slow a vacancy.
Impuhealing ulcer shows a degenerated condition of the blood. Virulent
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
rities in the circulation produce angry, discharging ulcers, while milder
Chairman.
sores
manifested
form
Indolent
the
of
in
are
usually
and more inert germs
or dry, scabby places. Efforts to heal an old sore with external applica- F. O. BLOOD, Secretary.
tions always result in failure because such treatment does not reach the
Diooa, ana ine uicer wm continue to ear. deeper into
NOTICE.
the surrounding flesh as long as a polluted circulaNotice is here'jy g ven that the of
tion discharges its Impurities into it. S.S.S. heals
old sores of every nature by purifying the blood. ficial paper of the New Mexico Cat
of the trouble and tle Sanitary Board will on Septemgoes to the fountain-head- drives out the
poisons and morbid ber 1, 1912, oe changed from the Las

il
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only
Proxies will be recognized
when held by residents of the 'same
precinct from which the delegates are
chosen. Primaries in the various pre
cincts shall be held as soon as possible but not later than the 9th day of
September In precincts other than
Nos. 3, 5, 6 and 29.
Secretaries of the various primaries are requested to notify the president of the County Central Committee of the date of their primaries and
the names of the delegates chosen
immediately after the holding of the
Election of the precinct
meeting.
Central Committee will not be neces
sary at these primaries except to fill

AUGUST 28, 1912.
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Started

fn Pimples, Nearly All One
Cheek Solid Sore. Very Fretful.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Face All Healed Up.

Klngsley, Mich.
"Last May my thirteen months' old baby had a sore come on
her cheek. It started in four or five small
pimples and in two or
three hours' time spread
to the size of a silver dollar. Itspreadtohereye.
Then water would run
'from tbe pimples and
wherever that touched it
caused more sores until
nearly all one cheek and
up her nostrils were one
solid sore. She was very
frotful.
She certainly
was a terrible looking
child, andnotbingseemed
to be of fi.nv use. Than
I got some Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment.
She tried to tub off
everything we put on so that we would sit
and hold her hands for two hours at a time,
trying to give the medicine a chance to help
her, but after I washed it with Cuticura 8oap
and then put on the Cuticura Ointment
they scemod to soothe her and she did not
try to rub them oil. It was only a few
days before her face was all healed up,
end there has been no return of the trouble
since. We thought that baby's face would
surely be scarred, but it is not." (Signed)
Mrs. W. J. ClelaFd, Jan. S, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
old throughout the wor id. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
WTender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
8oap Shavlag Stick, 26c, Bample free.

IT PAYS.

ADVERTISi

1T

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod.

,

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
,
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
:
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
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things that discount Colonel Roosevelt's appeal to the American voters
on the score of reducing tfhe cost of
living. He never in all the volumin
ous writing and speaking of his pub
lic career gave utterance to a single
proposal for reducing the cost of liv
ing. He merely says he is "in favor"
ot It. His present campaign is being
financed by Wall Street, and the solicitude of Wall Street for reducing
the cost of living to the people Is
trust
well known
Every
that has been prosecuted by President Taft and every trust under indictment has gone over to Roosevelt.
Can any intelligent man or woman
that Wall
In this country believe
Street or even the spectacular Roose
velt cares a continental w'hoop for
the cost of living?
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making tour of the state. He ia sched
uled to deliver his first speech to
morrow afternoon at Bennington and
later he will be heard at Rutland, Bur
St. Albans and
lington, Middleoury,
several other of the principal cities
and towns,
In view of the long time reputation
of Vermont as the "barometer state"
in presidential' campaigns, Colonel
Roosevelt and his followers, are nat
urally anxious that the Progressive
party shall make a "good showing In
the state election here next Tuesday.
The same la true jf the republicans
and democrats. All, parties are send
ing their best spellbinders into the
state to aid In tho close of the cam
,

Main
Main
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T. K. AND COST OF LIVING

2
9

ially reducing this plurality next week
it will be accepted as a good omen by
Colonel Roosevelt and his adherents.'

Realizing the fight they have ahead

of them, the republicans are redoubl
ing their efforts this year to maintain

the normal republican plurality. Because of the significance which that
plurality has been shown to have
with respect to tho result in Novem
ber throughout Ihe country, the Ver
mont republicans have received the
assistance of the national organization to considerable extent

Roosevelt's most
admirers now
feminino
fxtravagant
proposes to take the political stump
in behalf of the third term candidate
and advocate his election on the
ground that he stands for a reduction In the cost of living. It is the AMBITIONS' PLANS OF L. AND N
theory of .the "ionel's managers that
New York, Aug. 28. In railroad aDd
p6w'6rfuTaMea'l may be made to the financial circles a lively Interest Is
womeni $f the land and that through displayed in the meeting of the di4hem tBe voters may be reached. rectors of the Louisville and Nashville
Among the other obvious truths that Railroad company
here tomorrow,
Colonel Roosevelt "stands for" Is that when it is, expected that important de(the cost of living is too high. He has tails concerning;
the; ambitious plans
adopted this as hla own personal
for the enlargement of the L. and N.
along with the Ten Command- system will be madejknown. The anments, and the law of gravitation.
nounced purpose of the meeting Is
Theodore Roosevelt was president to authorize an addition of $40,000,000
for seven and a half years. During to the
capital stock of the company
that entire period he had a congress and to consider plans for spending
of (hla own political faith and ready to the proceeds of the hew Issue.
He had the same
(do his bidding.
According to stories circulated in
lawB and the same machinery of adWall street the ,L. and N. is to pur
ministration as his successor. What chase the
jentlre Cotton Belt system,
did Theodore Roosevelt ever do to
2,000 miles of road,
operating
nearly
cost
The
of
living?
reduce the coBt
in Missouri,
Arkansas,
principally
of living constantly increased during
and Texas, In addition to
Louisiana,
House.
White
!his seven years in the
this move the Louisville and Nash
'The number of monoplies increased
ville, It Is said, will strengthen Its
cofee
gave his open
enormously and
hold
on, f,ha southern field by mak
.
nsent to their formation and propaga-tionextensions and addi
ing
Important
inThere was no corresponding
In eastern Ken
its
tions
to
system.
crease In wages duiing his adminisfulfilment of these plans
The
tucky.
did
he
tration. Not in all that period
establish a complete air
will serve
make a single tariff recommendation line fromJijfthe northern gram pro
was
He
based upon the cost of living.
ducing states to Mobile, Ala, ,and at
the most extravagant president the the same time
give the Nashville,
cosl
United States ever had and the
and
St Xuis road,
Chajttanooga
of his administration came out ot whose entire
Is owned by the
capital
Durdened
heavily
the people already
a direct oat- Nashville,
and
Louisville
which, he
by industrial conditions
let to the sea.
V
(made no" attempt to modify. His two
were
House
mark
White
the
in
terms
ANNIVERSARY.
ed by unparalleled extravagance,
Ind., Aug. 20. Governor
Elwood,
?7,740,00O.O0O
costing approximately
former Vice
E. Marshall,
inore than double the appropriation Thomas
Charles W. Fairbanks and
President
war.
Civil
the
year
for
Daniel G. Held, the New York 'multSj
against
J5y his reckless threats
and one of the pioneers
Shiiaineas while playing Into the hands millionaire
the
of
industry in Americig
crei.i
of Wall Street he destroyed'
to be the central figures of a
are
1907
in
that
on
a
panic
and brought
to be held here early next
rpanlted hr thfe idleness1 ''of 2,000,000 gathering
of the twentieth
celebration
month in
workinginen and a' loss of wages ag
' of the inauguration of
anniversary"
gregating $1,000,000,000. In that time
e
plant. All
the first American
many bank were closed and many
named were
,( notables
the
three
of
Important business enterprises failed
the first tin- While he was continually denouncing present in 892, ,when
was. formally openea m
"malefactors of great wealth" he nev- plate plant
oration by William
er began a single criminal prosecu- this city withan time governor
of
that
at
McKlnley,
anti-truconlaw or
tion under the
Unitthe
of
Ohio
and later, president
sented to the prosecution of any
trust He refused to prosecute the ed States.
ugar trust, although there was amOKLAHOMA DEMOCRATS
ple evidence of crookeduess that afOklahoma
City, Aug. 28. This city
adminiout.
Us
Under
came
terward
demostration various great combinations was today the mecca for the
noon
At
Oklahoma.
of
"beef
cratic
leaders
the
were organized, including
artl-fto
assembled
trust" with a capital of $200,000,000 a masflj convention
recent
the
of
30
nominees
primary
of
the
In
per
advance
an
:and
prices
cent He authorized the complete and adopt a platform. Earlier In the
met arfd
monopoly of the steel industry Into day the new state committee
"its
organization. State
the hands of Morgan and his very rimnlfitfid
,
was elected for a
Barrel!
Chairman'
Perkins.
dear friend,
These are only a few of the manj term of two year without opposition
,
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William J. Mills also
made an interesting talk in which iu
expressed his belief In the future
prosperity of the Las Vegas Iouto.
Governor Mills statea that It was nis
belief that the debt Incurred by the
Elks In the erection of the new home,
instead of proving a drawback wouid
form an incentive for harder work
among the members which will result
in continued prosperity of the order
in the Meadow City.
Hallett Raynolds, who was a member of the building committee, paid a
tribute to the work ot the architect
E. W. Hart, and the contractor, A. M.
Horn, In the designing and erection
of the building, and offered a toast
to the health of these men, who are
members of the order
SIgnor Bistolfl, leader of the
orchestra, which played between
the speeches and gave a concert following the spread, and who is a member of the( Chicago lodge of Elks, was
called upon for a. speech. Signor Bistolfl responded with a short, witty
talk, proving himself a master of repartee as well as music.
As the clock struck 11 the custom
of paying a tribute to absent brothers
was observed, and, with the lights
turned low, the brotners, gathered
around the festive board, rose in response to a toast offered by Exalted
Ruler P. D. McElroy.
The music of the Bistolfl orchestra
last night added much to the success
of the occasion and was thoroughly
enjoyed by the Elks. This little musi-- !
cal organization is one of the best
In the country and the lodge counts Itself fortunate in having been able
to secure its services for last evening.
The two days' celebration will be
brought to a conclusion tonight with
a grand ball to Elks and their ladies.
The services of two orchestras have
been securedv for this occasion. The
Bistolfl trio will play on the first
floor'
sterUimnrt;nrTOr thouo
who do not care to trip the light fan
tastic and the SImlson orchestra
will play in the lodge room for dancing, which will begin promptly at 9
The guests tonight will be
o'clock.
allowed to follow their own inclinations and can enjoy dancing, cards,
pool, billiards or bowling, as they desire. Light refreshments will be
served In the banquet hall during tne
evening.
The reception yesterday "afternoon,
when the new home was thrown open
to the general public, was a pronounced success, several hundred persons ' enjoying tne
hospitality of me
Elks. The club nouse was beautiful-- '
ly decorated in a profusion of pretty
flowers, purple and white sweet peas
predominating. The scene was a beau-tiful one. George H. Hunker,
past exJ
BIs-tol- fl

PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT paign.
The1 progressives hope to make a big
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
In the normal republican plurality,
cut
PAID FOR
even If they do not win the election.
Vermont's nor
Advertisers are guaranteed the With few exceptions,'
mal republican plurality of 25,000 has
circulation
largest daily and weekly
been- - followed by a republican victory
of any newspaper In Northwestern
In the nation in November following.
New Mexico.
If the third party succeeds in mater-
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From Page One)

address of the evening, in which he
expressed his belief that in living up
to the principals of Elkdom, charity,
Justice, brotherly love and fidelity,
the Elks become better citizens.
O. A. Larrazolo made a most eloquent address, speaking on "Elkdom."
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TIME
CALIFORNIA
THREATENED WITH DIF-- .
FICULTIES.

IS

Washington, Aug. 28. General Wal
ter S. Schuyler, commanding the de
partment ot California, was ' directed
Wood to proceed
today by General
Immediately to the southern boundary
of his department and take personal
Charge of the disposition of troops
'

there.
Increased activity o rebel bands on
the border as the result of the breaking up of the main army, of Orozco Is
creating a grave situation on the
American side of the line, it is said.
General Wood, chief of staff, today
wired General Stever at Fort Bliss
asking whether he wished further re
inforcements for the border patrol.
The war department, to be ready
for further calls for troops, has taken
steps to send troops trom the Pacific
division within a few hours after re
ceipt of a request from General
.'

extended to all.
Wives of the Elks took an active
part in the forming and carrying out
of the plans for the reception and
much credit Is due them for the suc
cess of the affair.
The celebrations of yesterday and
tonight mark the opening of one of
the finest Elks' cluo houses In the
southwest, the new home being one
of which the local lodge, and in fact,
the entire order, can well be proud.
The building committee, to which i
Iargely due credit lor the erection
of the new lodge home, is composed
of the following: George H. Hunker,
chairman; Cecilio Rosen wald, George
Morrison, John D. W, Veeder. Simon
Bacharach, Hallett Raynolds and A.
-

BENEDICT

FAMILY REUNION.
Elmlra, N. Y., Aug. 20. The elev
enth annual reunion of the Benedict
family, comprising the descendants
of Thomas Benedict, who came over
from England in the early part of
the seventeenth century and was one
of the founders of Danbury, Conn
was held today at Grove Park In this
city. Many members of the family
were In attendance.

today's

LINE

Stever.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 28. Short selling on
advance formed the chief order of
business today In wheat. The early
advance was due to bullish cables and
to unfavorable weather in Canada.
Opening figures were unchanged to
up. December started at 94
to 94,t a riBe of
and then de
.
The close was
clined to 9iVt
net higher at
easy with December

94.

Fine weather gave corn a setback
over early firmness. September 'open
ed
to
higher at 73 to 73 and
reacted to 73. The close was steady
at 73
for September, a gain of
cents.
European call for oats at one cent
a pound made that cereal firm. September started unchanged to Vi up at
32
to 33 and advanced to 3333.
a
little
Provisions
developed
strength because of Improved domestic inquiry. First sales ranged from 6
cents declino to 6 cents gain with
January at $19.10 to $19.13 for pork;
$10.77
for lard, and $10.15 for ribs.
The closing quotations were as fol

.

fae manufacturer
inS .nii

d

ST. LOUIS METAL.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 28. Lead, firm
$4.57; spelter firm $.00.
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Trv a Sack You'll Like

LAKE SUPERIOR INSTITUTE.
receipts 35,000; market
sevMich., Aug.
4.40;
to
firm.
Houghton,
$3.25
Native
steady
r
or'
the
enteenth annual meeting
western $3.254.50; yearlings $4.30
here
institute
westbegan
Mining
5.45; lambs, native $4.507.1i;
ern $4.507.25.
today and will continue until the end
.
f
of the week. Daily sessions are to
be held for the discussion of mining
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
's
New7 York;-Au28. Stocks opened methods, uniform mining laws,
at a higher range today with especial
compensation, safety appliactivity In Steel and Reading, but sell- ances and other subjects. Between
ing pressure and realizing for profit sessions the members will visit the
soon obliterated most gains. Canadian various mining ranges in this vicinPacific reflected conflicting reports ity.
.
and preferred stock and Louisville &
'
Nashville all showed underlying
FRIENDS' CONFERENCE
strength, the latter rising two points Jamestown, N. Y., Aug. 28. The bion rumors of early developments fav- ennial summer assembly of tho
orable to share holders.
Kiiends' General conference, in which
Bonds were Irregular. ..The. market seven yearly meetings are partlcipat-in- ?
was subjected to further . moderate
opened at Chautauqua today aud
pressure In the late afternoon with will continue until September 3. Re
fractional recessions and a decided ligious education has been selected
slackening of options. The market as the principal subject for discussion.
closed heavy.
Stocks' manifested a Prominent
the scheduled
among
more pronounced tendency to drop in
speakers are Dr. John W. Graham of
the final hour, with losses of 1 to 2 Manitoba University, Prof. Paul M.
points in the Coalers, Amalgamated Pearson of Swarthmore College, Prof.
ana Tobacco issues.
Thomas M. Jenkins of the University
The last sales for the day were:
of Chicago, Amos Peaslee of New
.... 87 York, and Oliver W. Stewart of IlliAmalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
....12S nois.
Atchison . .........
,:' )!
,1..139
Great Northern . . .
SANTA FE RACING CIRCUIT.
New York Central . .
Las Animas,
Colo., Aug. 28. A
:...17n three days' trotting meeting was
Northern Pacific ....
Southern Pacific ...j
opened here today to Inaugurate tho
j, .71.2
Union Pacific
K.i7J newly organized Santa Fe Racing
United States Steel .
circuit. The circuit season will conUnited States Steel, pfd
... US tinue until thej first week of October
and will Inclujle meetings in Rocky
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
Ford, Canon City, Pueblo, Trinidad
.
St. Louis, Aug. 28. Wool steady; and Clayton, N. M.
territory and western mediums 20
24c; fine mediums 1820c; fine 13
NEW YORK COTTON.
17c.
New Yofk, Aug. 28. Cotton, spot
closed quiet; middling uplands 11.25;
Read The Optic.
middling gulf 11.50. No sales.
Sheep,

94;

Lake-Superio-

""

work-ingmen-

g.

KANSAS. CITY LIVE STOCK.

--

'

'

'

NEW EVENING D;RESSE5
JUST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS

$17.50 to $l5.0d
Bought Dy Our Buyer, Now in New York City, Expressly
for the Reception to Be Given By The EII;s Wednesday Niht
INTENSELY INTERESTING NEW GOWNS.

We

Wnt you to see the

beautiful new creations which the season has brought forth. Beautiful beyond description.
Modish garments every line of hem
All
the new shades are here combined
speaks'of style'and quality.
latest
To
fabrics.
the seeker of the .best to be had
wfohfthefvery
these will certainly appeal. There is no woman who cannot find

.

quarters, a military band played the
national anthem ot Mexico, and during the visit continued to play Mexican air. General Tellez was greeted
by General Stever, anu Colonel FranH
West. Second cavalry, Colpnel D, A
Infantry
Fredericks, Twenty-seconand other army officers.

Ull

alKgkocers
i.

ttle,

Generals Have Friendly Visit.
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 28. General
Juaquln Tellez, commander of Mexican federal troops at Juarez, crossed
the border today and personally paid
his respects to General E. Z. Steev.ar,
at Fort Bliss. The .meeting,-- It is
said, was purely social. It was neces
sary for the! Mexican to procure spe
cial permission from the department
of war to leave Mexico for only a fel
hours. General Stever will return tX
visit tomorrow.
As General Tellez, In an automobile
with the Mexican consul at El Paso,
entered the Fort Bilss reservation,
he was met by a squadron of the
A salute of eleven
Second cavalry.
guns was given. As the automobile
Stevers'
was escorted to General

I

d"

Kansas City, Aug. 28. Cattle, receipts 10,000, including 2,000 routi
erns. Market steady to strong. Na.
southern
tlve steers $6.7510.60;
steers $4.506.25; southern cows and
heifers $3.25 5.25; native cows and
heifers $3.258.50; stockers and feedlutions.
ers $4.508.00;
bulls
$4.005.2o;
It was opened early this week over calves $5.008.50; western steers'
the entire length from the city of Chi- $5.506.00; western cows $3.355 50.
huahua to the border, only to be cut
Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market steady.
'
Bulk of sales $8.508.75; heavy $8.40
again by rebels.
8.85; packers and butchers $8.50
Rebels Capture a Town.
8.75; light $8.558.80; pigs $6.00
Toluca, Mexico, Aug. 28. News has 7.00.
Marker
8,000.
reached here that Zacupem, a mining
Sheep,
receipts
town; jhad been attacked on Sunday steady to 10 cents higher, westen
by a band of rebels which was repuls- wethers $4.404.90; muttons $3.50
ed after a few hours' fighting. Today 4.40; lambs $6.007.0O; range wetha larger band returned and renewed ers and yearlings $4.005.25; range
'.
''
the attack. As the telegraph and tele-- , ewes $2.254.00.
phone wires are out of commission,
OHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
the outcome of the assault cannot be
learned. Many mills owned by Amer
Chicago, Aug.
receipts
Market "stifidy to strong.
ican and other foreign,,companlts are 14,000.
Beeves
$5.8510.60;' Texas steers
situated in Zaculpem.
$5.006.80; western steers $6.25
8.50; stockers and feeders $4.307.40;
Government la Disappointed.
Mexico City, Aug. 28. Jose Maria cows and heifers $2.758.20; calves
'
"
Maytren, governor of the state of $6.5010.50;.
the
central
Market
18,000.
authorized
is
Hogs,
by
Sonora,
receipts
government to use all means at bis steady to shade off.
Light $8.30
disposal to crush the revolution in 8.95; mixed $8.108.95; heavy $7.95
In yesterday's cabinet 8.80; rough $7.958.15; pigs $5.50
his state.
meeting no attempt was made to dis- 8.15; bulk of sales $8.208.75.
guise the disappointment of the government that the revolutionary forces
had been able to invade the Pacific
coast states. Reports from the south
are more encouraging
The Juarez Is Safe
San Diego, Calif., Aug. 28. rue
Mexico steamer Benito Juarez, re
ported captured by the revolutionists
at Mazatlan several days ago, arrived
today and reports great activity along
the Mexican coast. Captain Miranda
said the gun boats Guerrero and
Tampico were guarding the port of
Mazatlan when the Juarez cleared.
said,
The Mexican government,
was exerting every effort to prevemt
the smuggling; of arms and ammuni-

a

EMPRESS, you know. Is that Mighty-GooMAN-LLo Flour that makes Baking

.

94.

'

-

'

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

'

federal troops with artillery.
Reason for the destruction of the
road as well as the prevention of its
'
repair baffles authorities here as it
is not believed that many rebels Infest the country southwest of Juarez.
The Northwestern, a (Canadian and
American owner road, has suffered
great losses during the various revo-

-

mum

lows:
Railroads Again Molested.
De
Wheat, September
Juarez, Mex., Aug. 28. Rebels op
i
erating only about 100 miles south of cember
Juarez are preventing the repair of Corn, September 73 ; ' December
the Mexican Northwestern railroad on
which they burned bridges yesterday.
; DecemOats, September 32
A force of unknown
strength has ber 33.'
held up a railway work train moving
Pork, September $17.75.
on the south. Another work train
Lard, September $10.95.
which left here is guarded by 300
Ribs, September $10.90.

alted ruler, representing the grand'
lodge; P. D. McElroy, exalted ruler;
Mrs. George Kahle of El Paso, J, F.
Anton, esteemed leading knight; Mrs.
F. M. Lyons, F. M. Lyons, esteemed
.he'
lecturing knight; Mrs. B. W. Kelly
and B. W. Kelly, inner guard, formed
tne receiving line, which extended a
welcome to the many 'guests.
Every tion to the rebels and the gunboats
member of the lodge present acted as were constantly employed transporting
a reception committee of one, and the troops to strategic points.
unrivalled hospitality of the order was

C. Erb.-

-

.

a gown thatmeets her every requirement as to style,
$,'' and
besides these

make and fit
things the prices will in every case prove to be

.

a gratifying surprise.
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We will also be

pleased to show the greatest line of
Ladies' Swell Tailored Suits ever exhibited in
our city
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W. Watt ot Raton was a visitor in
Las Vegas today.
W. M. Nast ot Raton was a visitor LOW
ESTABLISHMENTS
IN NEW
'
in Laa Vegaa today.
NEW YORK PAID POLICE
''st Louiw Lowry roairned this nf-FOR PROTECTION
torucon from tn extended trip to Be
;
vei.
New York, Aug. 28. Searching
John Powell was among the Albu a long trail of
police blackmail that
querqueans registered In Las Veas led up to the murder of the gambler,
today.
Herman Rosenthal, the Btate's attorM. H. Lloyd of Santa Fe was in Las ney now
reports a form of social evil
Vegas today from the Capital City on from which colossal graft Is derived.
business.
This blackmail, he says, was obtained
T. B. Piatt, postmaster of Hager-- from about, a dozen houses in this
man, and Boyne Piatt were in Las city, each of which paid from $1,500
Vegaa today.
to $2,000 a month for police protec
'
C. P. Hemsberg, the prominent Ra tion..',-:;
ton merchant, was in Las Vegas to
These houses were expensively fur
day on business.
nished." Only the proprietor and a
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe master me few servants lived in them. Callers
chanic of Raton, was in La3 Vegas were shown a list of names of
girls,
"
today on business.
who, it Is believed were called upon
J. R. Hicks and R. Witchert of the to., come, to the house when wanted.
Hicks ranch near Santa Rosa were Opposite the names of these
girls
..X I i
In Las Vegas today.
were their ages which ranged any
E. G. Murphey,
the druggist, re where from 15 to 18 years. The returned yesterday afternoon ' from
sults of the investigation probably
ten days' trip to Denver. " "
will produce a sensation.
J. R. Sexton, Santa Fe mechanical
"' Becker Growing Angry
superintendent with headquarters in
Assistant District Attorney Rubin
La Junta, was in Las Vegas today on
received a message from Postmaster
business.
Frederick E. Johnson of Hot Springs,
"aUace N, Watsoa recirnel this
Ark., who took Sam Schepps into cusv
aft aeon from a two week?" trip to
tody,
stating that he had under arrest
.uonvcr, Idaho Springs and oilier
there two men whose description gen-alll'oirt& in Colorado..
fits that sent out for "Gyp the
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Dearth of Albu
Blood" and "Lefty Louie," by the New
querque came in from the Duke City York police.
last evening. They were formerly
Lieutenant Becker created a bit of
residents of Las Vegas.
excitement
in the corridors of the
Herbert J. Hagerman,
exer-- ,
of New Mexico, was in Las Vegas to- Tombs today while taking hi3
on
else
the
heaping
vituperations
by.
day, stopping off en route from Colo
D. Hallen, a convicted
rado Springs to his home In Roswell. head of James
William Cormstock, the dry farmer lawyer, who told the district attorney
had overheard a
and land man, returned last night on yesterday that he
train No. 9 from a short business trip
to Newton and other points in Kan

conversation in the prison between
Becker and Policeman White.
"You are a liar," shouted Becker
when be accosted the lawyer.
Hallen turned away and Bald noth
.
Ing.

Five
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MGRATU RODDED

The Athletics have been coming 30
of late that Boston and WashBASEBALL NOTES.
fang get nervous every time
ington
Q
they see a scoreboard or pick up a
TO GET FREE RIDE
newspaper.
"Cozy" Dolan, who couldn't find
Presient Ebbets hopeB to open his
his bearings while a member of the
IN SALT
LAKE SAY8 HE new
stadium
when
the
Brooklyn
is playing a clever game
KILLED TOPEKA
Dodgers return home on September Highlanders,
with John GanzePs Rochester team.
5.

FAKES CONFESSION

fast
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MOORISH TREACHERY
IT IS BELIEVED CAPTIVE ARMY
OFFICERS HAVE BEEN
SLAIN.

PW

papers

ror
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Optic office

'

INSTANT POSTUM
(PT.

Miss Mabel Hawkinson, who as
been in Las Vegas several weeks, the
guest of Miss Mossy York, will ':we
tonight on train No. 2 for her home
in McPherson, Kan.
Carl Ellis arrived last evening from
the Ellis ranch in northwestern Texas, where he has betVi for the past
month. Mr. Ellis will spend snhool at
the Normal University this year.
Mr. and Mrs. James Currj came" in
this afternoon from Wagon Mound,
Mr. Curry, who was forinerly employed by the Santa Fe road In Las Vegas, is now with the Southern Pacific
in California.
Mrs. W. O. Cordon and two children
who have been in Las Vegas for the
past two months visiting Mrs. Cordon's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
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arranged for their benefti.
The trio did not run their fastest
until a quarter of a lap from home.
Then "Shep" started his famous
sprint. This carried him home a yard
ahead ot Kiviat. Meredith finished
five yards in the rear of the Stated
Island runners it took Sheppard 2
seconds to com
minutes and 10
plete the distance; The race was run
'
on the grass.
Before the race started the three
'
Olympic .heroes marched across the
field, preceded by the St. Vincent
Boys' band.
"Shep" drew the inside position.
Kiviat was In the middle, with Meredith on the outside. Mel took the lead
at the start and started off at a slow
pace. It looked as though the trio
were waiting for one another to set
the pace. For two laps the three
raced at a novice's speed. Then Kiviat lengthened his etride and began
racing beside Sheppard. Meredith too
moved up and ran on their heels.
As they reached the clubhouse, a
quarter of a lap from home, Sheppard
started to sprint. Kiviat and the
Mercersburg youngster set out after
him, but failed to gain ground and
Melvln finished a yard in front.

"
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week.

Robert P. Ervien, state land commissioner, his son, John Ervien, and
J. French, state engineer of Santa Fe,
passed through Las Vegas today en
route from Colorado and northern
New Mexico points to the Ancient
City. They are making the trip by
automobile.

.

nsram v osturn

SEAT.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE'S
Bristol, Va., Aug. 28. Republicans
of the Ninth Virginia district rounded
up here today to select a candidate
for congress to succeed Representative Campbell Slemp, who for several
years has had the distinction of being
the only republican member of the

makes about 50 cups of aMellcious beverage tasting much like the
mild, rich,
Javaa of the Orient (so hard to buy at any
'
price nowadays.)
not only saves money In these
Thl sroyal flavoured
daya of the high cost of living, but is preferred by many coffee drink-- era because of its pleasing taste and freedom from the coffee drug,
high-grad-

e

'

food-drin-

k

"cafieine."

Crecy-Sur-bein- e,

ain has reaffirmed its protest against
the Panama canal bill. In a note
filed today with the state department
by A. Mitchell Innes, charge of the
British embassy here, it waB stated
that if a satisfactory agreement could
not be reached Great Britain would
appeal to The Hague tribunal tor arbitration.
The note submitted today says
Great Britain will give careful consideration to both the bill and the
message President Taft sent to congress in relation to discrimination in
favor of American coastwise shipping
in the canal. If, after due consldera.
tlon, it is found that no satisfactory
agreement can be reported in the matter. Great Britain declares- that it
will be necessary to appeal to

I

;

sold by grocers at 3oc

AVIATOR IS BURNED.
Douai, France, Aug. 28 Lieutenant
Louis Felix M. Chandenier of the aviation corps, was burned to death
whilei flying in his aeroplane today.
He started from this city for Chalons
On the test necessary for the acquisition of the pilot's certificates. When
about
he reached-

ENGLAND TO APPEAL.,
Washington, Aug. 28. Great Brit-

Matt was in great form yesterday.
Twice he threw the
weight
over his own record mark of 51 feet
and 11 inches. He had four tries in
the circle and his last two were the
best. In his fourth try Matt whirled
the weight through the air to a distance of 52 feet and 8 inches. The
circle was in front of the home plate
and the iron ball just barely aliased
several youngsters who. were, seated
on the ground near the Brooklyn's
bench.
When it was announced that Mc
Grath made a new world's record the
5,000 spectators cheered the big I. A.
A. C. champion for five minutes. But
McGrath bettered this mark on his
next chance. He heaved the weight in
inches.
his last throw 62 feet and
r
MelVin Sheppard of the
and
Abel
Kiviat
ican A. C. defeated
Ted Meredith, the wonderful young
runner from the Mercersburg acad
d
run, which was
emy, in the
880-yar-

Crites, left yesterday afternoon for
their home In Roseburg, Ore.
Lawrence McKeever of Washington, D. C, who has been touring the
state in an automobile with L. R.
and II. T. Herring, of this city,
came in yesterday afternoon from the
southern part of th3 state and will
continue on east the latter part of this

,

Sunday New York World.
This is the second time within a
week tbat McGrath has been robbed
of a new mark. Last Sunday at Celtic Park the big policeman tossed
the hammer further than it was ever
thrown before but the officials did
not use the regulation steel tape and
the A. A. U. would not allow the wina
ner of the Stockholm hammer-thro'
new record.

Irish-Ame-

vfi kt.

half the distance, his petrol tank burst
tpto flames and the machine crashed
(b the earth. The young officer's
body was completely consumed.

Matt McGrath, the giant weight- A. 0.,
thrower of the
was deprived of another world's record yesterday afternoon at Washington Park,
Brooklyn, ' where the
Knights of Columbus held thel? annual set of games. Matt threw the
weight to a record distance, but
as there was no steel tape on hand
his record will not stand, says the
n

Paris, Aug. 28 Public anxiety was
intensified today over the fate of the
French officers held as hostages by
the Moors under El Hiba at Mara-keaMorroco. Emissaries have been
dispatched to Marakeah by the
French commander, but have obtained
no information.
General Lyatauney, the French resident governor, reported to the foreign office today that the volunteers
who had undertaken the dangerous
duty had returned, from El Hiba's
headquarters where they had in vain
tried to effect a ransom and could not
ascertain the lot of the prisoners.
The French column commanded by
Colonel Mangin has been given full
liberty of action to proceed to the
succor of the hostages if such a step
The
should be thought advisable.
French troops, however,, are too fully occupied to do anything m that
way as they have their hands full m
blocking the progress of the Moorish
pretenders forces towards Fez and
Profound Indignation has
Magazan.
been aroused throughout France by
the report that the Spaniards had giv
en assistance to El Hiba, whom, it
was alleged, they had supplied with
arms.

sas.
Hayci;ir, son ar. Mr. and Mis
g Haydon, returned L v aft'rno.m
from the Kroenig ranch, where he
has been sponding tin past several

ABSENCE OF STEEL TAPE MAKES
PERFORMANCE UNOFFICIAL.
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regular Postum in concentrated' tormH?nbthlns added.
It is made by stirring a level teaspoonfuitin a cup of hot water

It is

and adding cream and augar totaste. Housewives appreciata that j
because it saves time, work and fuss in the preparation of a meal.
Iced Postum First dissolve in hot water; then pour Into glass
or pitcher containing ice. Addlemon and sugar as desired.
Instant Postum is sold in tins containing sufficient to make
about 100 cups at 60 cte. Smaller tins making about 50 cups cost .30
;
cts.
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Coffee Averages About Double That Cost

Ask your grocer about it If he doesn't have Instant Postum
stamp to cover postage and
send his name, and address and a
we will send you a
sample of this new
food-drin-

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM

-

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

Virginia delegation in the national
house of representatives. Mr. Slemp
could have bad a renomlnatlon without opposition, but a short time ago
he decided that he would retire to
private life to devote himself to his
business interests. Ttye indications
are tbat the nomination will go to L.
F. Summers", " an intimate; friend ; and
political "associate ' of Congressman
Slemp. The democrats have selected
as their nominee ; General Rufus A.
Ayers or Big Stone Gap, a distinguished Confederate veteran and at
one time attorney general of Virginia.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 28
That he never feela guilty of murder
except when drunk was the state
ment made today by Steve Israel, who
told the police last night that he had
murdered and robbed a pawnbroker at
Topeka, Kan. Israel was sober this
morning and gave a peculiar explanation of his murder hallucination.
He was in Jail in Topeka, he said,
suffering from intoxication on the
night of the pawnbroker's murder.
The morning after he came into possession of a newspaper and the crime
was described In ghastly detail.
"In my shaky condition," Israel
added, "that horrible business sank
deep into my mind and ever since
when I drink too much it has seemed
to me that I was killing the pawnbroker."
in
The police will not release Israel
until his latest statement la verified
by the Topeka authorities.
'
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CALtFon::iA
Los Angeles
San Diego

ELECTORS
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San Francisco and return direct
Seattle, Tacoma & pther points

FROil TICKET

10.00

THEY WILL BE RUN IN SEPARATE
COLUMN IN PENNSYLVANIA.

Tickets on sale August 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Information
Stop overs allowed in either direction. For further
call on or write.

New York, Aug. 28. Charles D.
Hilles, chairman of the republican
national committee, ' issued a statement today covering the alleged

D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.

agreement between Taft represent
tives and William Flinn representing
Colonel Roosevelt in Pennsylvania.
"We have received a proposition
from Mr Flinn in which, he has of
fered to withdraw the Roosevelt electors from the republican ticket and
substitute our, plftctojn their nlaces.
The offer was made by Mr. Flinn in
Philadelphia last, Wednesday to Hen
ry G. Wasson, republican state chair
man, and William T. Tilden, president
of the Union League club of Philadel
phia."
Mr. Hilles said that, according to
Mr. Wasson, Mr. Flinn said Colonel
Rosevelt at Chicago had placed htm
in charge of matters In Pennsylvania
and that he was willing to erase ihe
Roosevelt electors' names and replace
them with representative republicans
who would vote for President Tatt.
He said that before he could do this
he must obtain signatures on a petition naming Roosevelt electors on a
Washington ticket. As the state law
requires three per cent of the total
vote, Mr. Flinn estimated that it
would take nearly the whole month
of September to prepare the petitions.
"I assume that Mr. Flinn Is able
to do this and that he will do it in
good faith," said Mr. Hilles. "Our
only objection to Flinn'a republican
state ticket now is that it has names
of Roosevelt men on it as electors.
With those removed we would not op
pose any of the rest of the ticket"
WILLIAM FEELS BETTER.
Hesse-NassaCassel,
Germany,
Aug. 28. Emperor William felt so
well that he arose early this morning
and before breakfast enjoyed a long

walk in the park surrounding
castle. The rheumatic
pains in the neck, from, which his majesty had, suffered have, practically
ceased,5 while the swelling of the
glands has almost entirely disap-
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Jefferson Reynolds President V
Hal!ett Reynolds Cashier
,
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

,'

E. D. Reynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vica, President

SPSS.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Ttma Deposits
t
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II nfln

, ...

EXCURSIONS

PUEBLO

COLO.

COIfflEO SPKIKGS $13.70

$11.1

DENVER $15.60

ST.

m $40.30

LOUIS,

1

;

ST. PAUL,

Mil. $45.1

'i'-'-

chicaoo;

'

peared."1','

),

...

...1..J.1
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111:

$45.30

Also rates to many other points in' East North East, West
and North West including: points in Old Mexica and points in
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st, to Sept 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in. either direction. Final return limit
October 31st, 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60jdays'Ifrom date on
sale to many points in East.
'

TODAY'S BASEEjALL.
Western League.
Des Moines, Aug. 28. First game:

111.,

...

,

orderly charge at the time of the murder, but was let out that day. Israel
says the crime was committed In December, 1910, when, in fact, It was
committed in February, 1911.

R. ti.
OPEN GOLF TOURNEY
2 4 0
Des Moines
Aug. 28. A large and
6 Z
St.
..1
Joseph
field
started in the anntial
high class
Sweet and Ulatowski; Johnson and
open tournament of the Western Coif
Gossett.
association, which was begun on the
course of the Idlewild Country club
American League.
at Flossmoor today and will be conBoston, Aug, 28. First game:
cluded tomorrow. The winner ot the
R.H.K.
tournament will receive a $300 cssh
Boston
..a 4 4
a
and
medal
of
emblemat'e
gold
prize
.8 8 4
Chicago
the championship.
O'Brien and Carrlgan; Benz and
"t
Schalk.
Mr. W. S. Gansalus, a farmer living
28.
New
Firct
York,
Aug.
gamenear Fleming, Pa,, gays he has used
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and DiR.H.E.
arrhoea Remedy In his family for four- New York
... 3 7 3
teen years, and that he has found it to Cleveland .
.6 12 1
be an excellent
remedy, and takes
'
Batteries Caldwell and Sweeney,"
pleasure in recommending it. For
Gregg and O'Neill.
tale by all dealers.

WESTERN
Chicago,

'"'.''''

Shifting Harry Lord from third
A. S. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,
base to right field looks like a good Chlco, Cal.,
who has handled Foley &
move on the part of Manager Cal- Go's medicines for many years,
iay:
.
"I consider that Foley'
Honey and
lahan of the White Sox.
'I'Ai.
no equal, and la the
Tar
has
Compound
Teddy Naylor, the Danville slugger, one
cough medicine I can recommend
is leading the Three-- I league In bat- as
containing no narcotics or other
ting and will no doubt get, a trial n harmful properties." The genuine In
a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and
faster company.
Red Cross Drug Store.
The Texas League has produced
a nifty pennant race this season, with
TO TRY DYNAMITERS.
Houston, San Antonio and Wacd lead
Indianapolis, ind., Aug. 23. A ven.
ing the bunch.
ire of fifty persons from among whom
Now they say that Marsans is Jeal the Jury to hear the dynamite casea
ous ot Bob- Beschor and is out to will be selected, was drawn yesterlaD-queer Bob'a effort to head the Na day The trials of the fifty-fou- r
tional League1 base stealers.
union men, indicted by the last fed- Eddie Mesor, of the Pirates, has eral grand Jury, for complicity In the
dynamite conspiracy which
fallen down in bis stick work recent
in the blowing up of the
culminated
been
has
Doniin
Mike
and
placed
ly
Times building, will be-- .
line-up
Los
more.
Angeles
once
in the Pittsburgh
'Peacb.ee" Graham, the former Na gin here before Federal Judge Andertional League backstop "is doing son October 1.
scout duty In the Canadian League
for Joe Kelly's Toronto team:
Everybody reads Taa Optic.

Officials Discount Story
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 28 The Topeka
police and Shawnee officials do not
take stock in Israel's confession; they
believe he Is merely trying to get railroad transportation to bis home here.
Israel was in jail on a drunk and dis
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VIA IFFEEENTIAL LIKES $72.23

For further information call on or write.
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D. L. BATCHELOR,

$75.23.
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There Is no bettor Ice manufactured
than our Ice. We know It and want
Jyou to know it. We strive to please
pur customers In every way and we
joint to our rapidly Increasing trad.
proof that we have done so.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.

fea

Phone Main 227
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broken some vases by "needless dusting and spilled furniture polish on the
rug she stopped. Her trousseau was
Btill new and did not require the at
tention of sewing or shopping. On the
tew occasions she had left her neighborhood she had become lost. She had
always lived in a small town and the
noise of the city streets and the
crowds in the stores confused her.
All her experiments had failed. So
Frances cried. In the midst of her
grief the door bell rang.
"A peddler," Frances said, dolefully.. She wiped her eyes and opened
the door. It was not a peddler, hut a
iweet young woman. She carried

--
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tear-staine- d

had been dispelled.

AND
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT
(
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

oV

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. t, A. F. A EL
DORADO LODGE
NO.
1,
A.
KNIGHTS
corn- OF PYTHIAS Meets
A
v
NX
every Monday ere
muuicatlon first and
tiiird Thurwla in atea
ning in Castle Hall
v
Visiting Knights are
montn. vviURt irata- Invitee
invited.
cordially
tern coiillaUy
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER' ?
""v 'VI Chas. IE. Llebsc
R. Murray,
N. ft Herman, Xf. hi;
TISEMENTS
"
ttler, Cha
v
Secretary.
Commander.
Harry
Five cent
per line eaon Insertion.
rt
Martin, Keeper
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Records
and
Seal
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rej-- .
line. All advertls menta charged
conclave ccb4
ular
'
Mr. Sambo Bill Ellis hadn't heard
will be booked at space
B. P. O. ELKS Meets, second
month
aid
at
In
each
actually eet,
day
lat I wuz married.
without regard to number of words.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Mr. Henroost Hadn't, eh?
Temple at 7; 30 p. m. C. D.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visitlna
Mr. Bamboo No, Indeed. He Jes' Cash In advance preferred.
Boucher, S. C; JDhaa. Tanane. Rebrothers are cordially invited. P.
net me on de street an' axed me why
corder.
'
D, McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
wuzn't workin'l
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL,
SAW HIM FAN THE AIR
convoca
BumlM1
ARCH MASONS
ATTORNEYS
tion first Ifondajr in each
memtk at Masonie TemHUNKER 4 HUNKER
' -ple, at 7:M p. m. M. R.
r'H r- -i'
4
v ,
H. Hunker
Geo.
Chester A. Hui:r
O.
H.
r.
Wiaame,
P.;
Attorneys st Law.
Blood, Secretary.
New Mei
Las Vegas.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. .
first sjU thir4 IMdsys In
LOCAL
MaoU Temple. Mrs. T. & Eowen,
Worthy IZ&txxm; Jaxste O. Kailedge
EAST BOUND
Worthy Ffctnm; Mrs. George Tripp,
FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
Arrive
Besajt
Secretary. Phone Main its, 120
No. 2....
:10 p. m.
property, corner. Third and Columl:l( p. si
Graad avenue.
No. 4.. ..11:05 p m
11:10 p. m
bia. Call at 902 Third street.
No. 8.... 1:16 a. m
1:25 a. m
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
No. 10
m
1:10
1:45
FOR SALE Enough furniture for
9. m
p.
101 Meets every
Monday night at
four rooms at the price of one T.
O. R.
on
Hall,
fionglas avenue, at
G. Barnes, 1018 Twelfth street.
WEST BOUND
8 o'clock,
visiting members are No. 1
1:20 p. m
..1:46 p. x.
cordially welcome,
A Oehring, No. 3
m
a.
6:10
6:15 p.
president; jr. T. Busier, secretary;
No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:50 p. -- C. H. Baiiy, treaserer.
No. 9
'Yes, Miss Vassar, now that I am
7:00 p. a
6:35 p. m
graduated, my father thinks I am ca- FOR RENT Two rooms for light
MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
pable of striking out for myself."
925 Second street.
housekeeping.
$100 REWARD $100
"He must have seen you playing
Meet In the forest of brother')
The readers of this paper will be
baBebaii."
love at Woodmen of the Wort-hall- , pleared to learn that there is at least
WILL rent 'my six room furnished
on the second and fourth F? one dread disease that science has
stone house by September 1. No
been able to cure in all its stages, and
of
each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
day
THE WAY OF IT
tuberculosis.
Apply 1013 Eleventh
Jiat is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vt
Is the only positive cure now known
Street.
ing neighbors are especially
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh bew
come
a constitutional disease, requires a
and
ing
Invited.
cordially
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
and
constitutional treatment Hall's Cattwo connecting
rooms fo- - light
arrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
548, directly upon the blood and mucous
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St i.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every flret surfaces of the system, thereby desPhone Main IP I
Tuesday of the month in the veetr; troying the foundation of the disease,
rooms of Temple ' Montefiore at i and giving the patient strength by
FOR RENT Two room furnished
building up the constitution and assisto'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers art ing nature in
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
doing its work. The proIsaac
cordiUy invited
Appel prietors have so much faith in Its curPresident; Charles Greenclay, See ative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that It fails
retary.
to cure. Send 'for list of testimonials.
Address F. 3. CHENEY & CO., ToLOST Check No. 2So9 Issued to Fred KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNS'i ledo, Ohio.
f
.NO. 804. Meets second and
Sold by all jlrugsts, 75a
Harvey on August 26, 1912. A dupTake Hall'slFamlly Pills for constiThursday in O. R. C. hall. Pion
licate has been issued in lieu there'
pation.
building. Visiting members are c
of. All bankers, and individuals
d
tally in vied. Peter Emenaker. G.
take notice. Peter Roth.
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor livK., Richard Devlne, F. 8.
ing at 669 Keeling Court, Canton, 111.,
is now well rid of a severe and annoyRobert W. Herter, Lawrenceville, I. O. O.
ing case of kidney trouble. His hack
LAS
VEGAS
LODGE
NO.
F.,
woman
dumb
Mo., who had been bothered with kidJIggs That deaf and
pained and he was bothered with head1. Meets every
Monday evening a; aches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
ney trouble for two years, says: "I
:ertalnly is garrulous.
their hail on Sixth street. All visit Kidney Pills Just as directed and in a
tried three different kinds of kidney
Jaggi Is that so?
ing brethren cordially invited to at few days I felt much better. My life
Jiggs Yes. When no one Is around pills but with no relief. My neighbor
(or her to talk to she makes her right told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
semeed to come back,
tend.
D. Fridenstlne, N. G.; and strength
took three bottles of them, and got a
and I sleep well. I am now all over
hand talk to her left
V.
Frank
M.
El
wood
G.; T.
Fries,
permanent cure. I recommend them
my trouble and glad to recommend FoO. G. Schaefer and
to everybody."
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer: ley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
Red Cross Drug Store.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
THE ONLY KIND
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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lome letters.
"I am Mrs. Allen from across the
hall," she said, timidly. "I brought
up your mall."
Frances took the letters mechanically. Then she noticed that the powder
was suspiciously thick around the eyes
tnd nose of her visitor. Clearly Mrs.
Allen had been crying, too. Irnput
out her ha ml,
vely..Franc es
"I wish you"JWould come in," the
laid.
The two
young women
at down in the living room. "It was
kind of you to bring the letters,"
Frances began.
"Oh, It's nothing," said Mrs. Allen.
A pause. "I couldn't help seeing that
one letter was addressed to Mrs.
Frances Stevens West. I used to hear
my cousin Eula Thomas talk of a
Frances Stevens, of Plalnfleld."
"Oh " cried Frances. "That's I. Is
Eula your cousInT She is my best
friend."
"I heard so much about you," de
clared Mrs. Allen, "I didn't know you
lived in Chicago."
"I haven't very long," said Frances.
"Neither have I," said Mrs. Allen.
"I don't know many people here."
"I don't know any," Frances replied.
"Neither do I," said Mrs. Allen.
"Do
the city?" Frances
freshening sort to the skin might be asked. you enjoy
Th
tea.
sassafras and spearmint
Well," replied Mrs. Allen, "it has
sassafras Is prepared by steeping the
o many advantages. There are so
roots In boiling water, and the infumany things to do and see. The thesion may be taken hot or cold.
aters and concerts are fine. One does
bowels
in
of
th
This getting
good
not waste time over social trivialities."
so
with
fresh
order and keeping them
'Yes," said Frances. "And the mod
foods and drinking water Is required
housekeepfor the preliminary treatment of every ern conveniences simplify
Rd- skin trouble pimples, large pores, ing so that there is time for the
I I like it."
vantages.
and
discolorations
oily condition,
"I don't," declared Mrs. Allen with
Even freckles, those teasing
little Bkln sprites which are so hard decision.
Neither do I," said Frances, with
to banish, are more easily dispersed
and dimmed If the bowels are cleared sudden decision. Mrs.
"You see," said
Allen, growing
first.
"I came from a small
confidential,
Man (to boy who is fishing) Get
for
useful
foods
As to other
clearing
town
I knew everybody. I'm ling any bites?
the complexion, milk, sweet and sour, not where
used to the city and I don't know
Boy Yes.
is undoubtedly beautifying, milk pos
Man Perch?
my way about There is so little to do
bleaches
which
lactlo
acid
the
sessing
is away. .Why,
Boy No, mosquitoes.
the skin, and being about the most when my husband asked
Central to
natural of all foods to the stomach. sometimes I have
in
Sweet butter is also preferable to salt, ring my telephone to know If it's
HIS IDEA OF SUCCESS
while a liberal diet of green salads order."
said
with
how
It
"That's
me,"
it
prepared with olive oil and lemon Frances. "Don't
you want to see my
Juice, through the help they give In
cerapartment?''
is
of
heavier
foods,
the digesting
After the tour of inspection, in
tainly to be recommended. The anae- which
Mrs. lAllen had been properly
mic girl who needs all the nourishment
timidly: "I
she can get should, however take her enthusiastic, Frances saidwould
stay to
salad with mayonnaise, which is In a would be so glad if you
tea."
diand
food
solid
easily
way quite
"I'd love to," she answered, "If you
gested as well. In fact, the more will
let me bring over my fresh cake,
olive oil the thin, pale girl takes the
The tea party progressed famously,
better, and it would do her far more The
brides forgot their tears and laid
good than harm if she consumed, be
for shopping and matinees and
plans
:
a
raw
four
day.
eggs
sides,
t
promised to Introduce their husbands,
Mrs. Allen gave Frances the cake that
Needle Work Bit.
was left and was presented in turn
a
A little niece of needle work that
with a panful of naw rolls. The two
woman who embroiders can finish in parted affectionately.
a couple of hours or so is in linen oi
"I am so glad you came over,"' said
fiat, bow shape stamped around the Frances. "This is the first time I
r.dee for scallonlns: and at each side have had company."
the center for two big eyelets. Tha
"It is the first time I have been to
rabal that falls below this place is a party," said Mrs, Allen.
"I've writtcr. several plays."
p!bo stamped for scalloping and with
"Neither have we," said the brides.
"Did you meet with success?"
a small pattern on the end. The eye And from that time on life In the great
"Yes, I once got a manuscript oi
lets are to he threaded with a velvet city grew pleasant. The loneliness

Hay fever and asthma make August
fa month of intense sunermg 10 many
and Tar Compeople. Foley's Honeyease
and relief,
prompt
pound gives
nd Is soothins and healing to the In
Warned membranes. Wm. M. Mere- few
thew, N. E earn port. Me., says:Tar"A
floses of Foley's Honey aud
attack
relieved me of - a severe
A Vi r f
.P HQ
of aBtuma ana less it
c4 a complete cure." Refuse substit- ribbon
utes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Cross
Drag Store.
Com-woun- d

Frances hurried to the telephone.
"Hello!" she said, brightly. But In
a minute her voice broke. "No, you
have the wrong number."
She put her pretty head on the telephone table and began to cry, "Oh,
dear, oh dear! It's always the wrong
number. No one ever wants me. Oh,
dear, I'm so miserable!"
When she had first looked cheerfully at the new white card by the telephone she did not know that the number would be of no consequence to a
solitary soul In Chicago. Occasionally George, her young husband, would
call her up. from his office, but usually
all day long Frances stayed in the
apartment with a silent telephone. If
It did ring it Was somebody who had
the wrong number.
Bo Frances cried. She, had cried because she was lonesome, for she knew
no one in the big city. She cried be.
cause ehe was tired, homesick and
miserable and because her sobs were
company for her In a sad sort of way,
a bit consoling.
The first few weeks she had not
cried. "Be busy and you will be happy," she would say. The tiny flat glistened with cleanliness.
After a while this did not satisfy
her. She had reduced her housework
and marketing to a system and it took
very little time to keep the fiat in order. George had seen her dresses
again and again and good dinner
were a matter of course. At first
Frances, tried extra housework as an
antidott for loneliness, but after her
riolent scrubbing had taken the shine
oft the kitchen ware, after she had
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Belter Things
in Sight
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Girls of sixteen and even younger
write me for complexion formuoften
M BIEHL, Propietor
las and I always feel like saying the
name thing to them all:
416 Grand Ave
My dear children, you have it in
v Phone Main 447
your own hands to possess not only a
good, hut very likely a beautiful, comBattery Charging Station
plexion."
And If I did say this thing I should
Automobiles for Hire
be speaking the absolute truth.
Now let us consider the complexion
defects which afflict so many girls be
tween the ages of twelve and eighteen.
Plmplea, oily skin and large pores are
the chiefest ones, and these are largely attributable to. unhygienic habits.
The proof of the statement Is that
Sirls who are looked after very care-- '
fully and who are warned by their
Carriage Manufacturer,
mothers against mental excitement,
General Blacksmithing,
rarely have them. Left to their own
ludgments about their health, the girls
Carriage Painting
with complexion worries have neglectIN-H- eavy
DEALER
ed their bowels, Ignored the Importance of the hot bath, been lazy about
Hardware and S
exercise, have eaten coarse or highly
leasoned foods, have drunk too much
Wagon Material
Ice water, have slept in close rooms
and done everything else they ought
not to have done. Of what benefit to
these young ostriches would cosmetics
P. MACKEL
be? Their heads are burled in the
sand of ignorance as to the needs of
f
PAINTING
SIGN
HOUSE AND.
and there is
own little
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging their to do but bodies,
wake up their undernothing
j
and Glazing.
standing as to the operations of naEstimates Cheerfully Given.
ture herself,
Old Town
There 13 that much abused organ,
Meat Side Plaza
the liver; to which Is intrusted so
many of the chemical processes of the
body. If it is clogged through having
too much work thrown upon it as in
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED gormandizing or when deprived of the
mechanical action needed to stimulate
Lock aad Ounsmith Bicycle and the flow of its
Juices, as In a sedentary
kGet.eral RepairixiQ
life, It Is not ordinary waste matter
Is thrown back Into the blood,
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas which
Street
but foreign products which no organ
knows what to do with. It Is this condition, the existence of poisonous matter, which gives rise to so many com&
jjAutonfobile.Carriage
plexion defects, and, when the liver Is
bo clogged there is nothing to do but
give the system a complete clearing
out. An Innocent little dose of castor
N. OVERMAN
oil, bought at the drug store for ten
cents and doctored with five drops of
Ave
brandy to keep It from griping, will
429
start the liver to a better action
through freely moving the bowels. The
oil must be taken on an empty stomach on going to bed, and the next
morning it Is wise to take a bottle of
citrate of magnesia to start the moveNEWLY REMODELED
ment of the Intestines and further
cl'lor them.
A diet of laxative foods after this
Private Baths'and Lavatories
will continue the good work of keeping
Heat Private "Telephones the bowels In easy order, all fresh
"21
fruits, cooked rhubarb, cooked and raw
Rates
i
$2.50'per dayand up
prunes, spinach and greens coming un'"
AMERICAN PLAN
der this head. As a beautlfler to the
skin, and a gentle laxative, molasses,
Menth
or
Spceial Rates by Week
too, is unequaled, but It Is necessary
to get the very dark, rich kind and eat
it with coarse bread, such as graham
and rye, whose rough grain is very
beneficial In clearing the bowels. A
sufficient quantity of pure drinking
water between meals, this taken hot or
cold, Is required, and If a squeeze of
lemon Juice Is added to the hot water
at least once a day the complexion is
further cleared. Other drinks of a

TELEPHONE

WHY HE WAS MARRIED

mine back from a manager.

,

Lost
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A Vast amount of 111 health is due
to impaired digestion. When the stom- F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
"Were all medicines as meritorious
day evenings each month, at Wood as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
ach falls to perform its functions proman hall. Visiting Brothers cor Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
perly the whole system becomes de
ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
dially invited to attend. A M be much better off and the percentage
Tablets Is all you need. They will
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
Adler, President; E- - C. Ward, Se
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
strengthen your digestion, Invigorate
retary.
sale by all dealers.
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
entirely doing away with that miser
able feeling due to faulty digestion,
'
Try.it. Many others have been per
manently cured why not you? Fot
sale by all dealers.
kVM lb, of More, Eaoh Delivery
CDs per 1W) lee.
MM fee. to 2,e2 ibe. Each Delivery
15e per 1
Iks
16
Dr; C. H. Ellsworth . Dentist,
1st to fm Ibe Eaoi DeBvery
Baldwin St. Rochester, N. Y., eays Fo
Ike.
tfle per
Bs fee. e 234 Iba
Eaoh Delivery
ley's Kidney Pills gave him immediate
lbs.
49o per
relief and strengthened him wonder
Lees Than M Ibe Each Delivery
Ike.
He
per
been
"I
have
with
bothered
fully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
Pills gave me immediate relief and
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
pleased to recommend their use. O.
and Lasting Qualitfcs of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Red
Cross
and
Q. Schaefer
Drug Store.
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

RETAIL PRICES

M

lit
lit

1t

AGUA PURA COMPAlNY

The "Progressive" Party
is the individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backacue,
rheumatism, weak back, and other kidney and bladder irregularities, Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce beneficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put" up in
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genuine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

'

NO NARCOTICS

liOuEYuoTJ!

Ofiri!i!o,n

4

Market Finders

ClassiBed ads. search out thelpeople to whom
ainoaf al
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thingis worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads, in this newspaper and
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, 01
PNEUMONIA which often mesne s sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
bouse and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.

--

man

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

FOLEY'S

ANT Ad:

Are Best

FOE THE CHILDREIJ
HO OPIATES

y"

'3

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possibla buysrs, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets
I
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AT THE

h

See Van Petten for lnauranca.

L7f QII THE BALANCE

J With

OF

vprv dollars worth

'THIS

WEEK

of Preserving

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

Fruit

EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO
COMMODATE STUDENTS EMPLOYED IN DAY TIME.

White Kitchen. Hot waffles and
maple yrup every morning.

you purchase from us, WE WILL SELL YOU

Wanted
manently.

Cook for few dayg or perSee Mrs. Hall at La Casa

de Ramona.

v7E HAVE'

Finch' Golden Wedding Rye, agad
the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. It the Lobby, of course.
In

$1.00

Blue Plums 10 lbs. for 25c or 50 lbs. for
Native Peaches

8

lbs. for

25c

or

40 lbs.

for.

.

Extra Fancy Preserving Pears 25 lbs. for
Good Cooking Apples 10 lbs. for.

A union prayer meeting will be held
tonight In the Baptist church on th
corner of Sixth street and Main ave

1.00

.

25

nue.

50

Mission Grapes 71b. Basket for

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert E. Rosenthal
to announce
they will be at
home to their friends at 1020 Douglas
witih,

avenue after September

THE CASH GKOCEK
Thone Main 193 or Main 191

ill

I

I

fe.

J. Hi STEARNS
i

GROCER'
--

'

The postponed monthly session of
the board of directors of the Las Ve
gas Business Men's association will
be held tomorrow night In the Las
Vegas Commercial club rooms.

have on hand a complete stock of

We

cc:a yis:3;y sceeeks and jxe

screening

One of the departments of the Normal University which has done exceptionally good work .and which expects to) make rapid progress in the
future is that presided over by JWiss
Susie Whlttaker, Instructor in book
keeping and stenography, i Last year
the work Of the students of Miss
Whlttaker was so excellent that several of them are now holding down responsible positions. Colonel R. E.
Twitchell and other prominent men
who have come in touch with the
work of the Normal business department's graduates have been favorably
Impressed.
During the school year which will
benla Tuesday of next week Miss

Whlttaker
proposes to conduct
classes both In the day time and evening. This will make it possible for
many people to take courses wtio otherwise would be unable to do so. Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the
school, will give courses in commercial law. He will hold two or more
night classes in this subject if a sufficient number of pupils enroll. It
ia proposed also to conduct afternoon
classes for tho benefit of those teach-er- s
In the community who care toi
carry on work leading to the degrees
offered by the Normal. Persons contemplating entering, any of these
classes should notify;Dr. Roberts or
Miss Whlttaker at as early a date as

Through the Las Vegas lodge of
the Loyal Order of Mocwe, the Meadow City has been suggested as the
site for the proposed tubercular sanatorium of the national organization.
Local Moose have ftBKed that In the
selection of the location this city be
given careful consideration. At the
recent convention held in Kansas
City, the Moose appropriated. ?5,000,-00for the establishment of lodge
among which was a tubercular sanatorium to be located inthe
west No state or city was named for
the hospital, and there is every reason to believe that Las Vegas will be
considered when the site is selected.
The Las Vegas Commercial club
also has taken up- the matter, stating
the advantage offered.' by this com
munity for such an institution to tne
committee in charge and will follow
ud the proposition. The letter to tnv
Moose, grand officers should command
careful consideration.
Should the Moose care to establish
their "institution In Las Vegas, which
has the advantages of an ideal climate for tubercular patients, it is
probable that the citizens of this ctiy
would make an offer of a site similar
to that made to the Knights of Pyth-Jas- ,
which was a tract for the sanator
ium buildings and another piece of
land for farming.
t
Some kind of an answer is expected
from the Moose sanatorium committee in a short time, after which, if the
local proposition is to be considered
a definite offer will be made by the

C0.
Old Town

Mr. and Mrs. jflarl Shows Iter are DID FEAR CAUSE
MANY
HAVE BEEN
NOTABLES
the proud parents of a ten pound baby
ENLISTED FOR STUMPboy. Showalter's fellow employes in
ING TOUR.
the postoffice have proposed that the
HAN'S SUICIDE?
new heir in the Sho waiter family be
Chicago, Aug. 28. Senator Dixjn
named William Howard, after Presiof
Montana, today made public a par
'
dent Taft.
MILL BUILDER KILLS 6ELF JUST tial list of speakers who will carry
BEFORE GRAND JURY
the progressive party's propaganda
The funeral of Mrs. C. L. Hams
REPORT
through the country on extended
of Soper, Okla., daughter of Mrs. T.
stumping tours. It is said that the
W. Garrard of this city, who died
Boston, Aug. 28. Interest In the In- progressive campaign will be one of
at the Las Vegas
vestigation of an alleged conspiracy the most extensive ever undertaken In
o'curFecTthis, afternoon at 2:30 by mill officials to secrete dynamite American ' political annals.
o'clock from the Garrard home on in Lawrence, Mass., during the genThe names of progressive speakers
Eighth, street. Interment was in Ma- eral strike there las winter centered announced today were: Former SenRev. Norman Skin- today in the report of the Suffolk ator Beveridge of Indiana, Senator
sonic cemetery.
ner, pastor of the First Presbyterian county grand jury, which Is expected Clapp of Minnesota, Senator. Poindex-te- r
of Washington, Senator Crawford
church, of which Mrs. Harris was a within a short time. District Atto
member, officiated. The pall bearers ney Pelletier today questioned a num- of South Dakota, Senator Bristow of
were George H. Kinkel, W. B. Stapp, ber of mill officials; Opinions differ Kansas, Congressman Norris of NeW. H. Stapp, N, O. Herman, O. G. aa to whether the
Investigation In braska, Hamlin Garland, the writer,
Schaefer and C. D. Boucher. The fun- fluenced Ernest W. Plttman of
and William Allen White, Kansas
eral was attended only by relatives
a prominent contractor, to com- editor.
and close friends of Mrs. Harris.
Among, former democrats who wL
mit suicide yesterday.
Plttman erected two of the large take the stump for the progressive
mills In Lawrence and was question- cause are Bourke Cockran of Nem
ed recently by Mr. Pelletier regarding York and former Governor Garvin ol
Island.
"If We Do Mt's Right"
any knowledge he might have had of Rhode
the distribution of dynamite In that
city. The Investigation by the grand
Henry D. Relnken has been appointjury was based on the allegation that ed postmaster af
Watrous; Manrhaa
dynamite was purchased In or near L. Ackers of Old
Albuquerque, and
dis
for
to
Lawrence
Boston and Bent
of Willard.
L.
Peter
Rapkock
tribution in certain places. It has
been further alleged thatW attempt
and returned to your home in
was made to lead the public to bo
lleve that the explosive was to be
the "it is new" appearance
used by the strikers to damage mill
you would expect had it just
FRESH EVERY DAY
property and thus cast odium upon the
arrived from your dressunions.

.

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

QUO Oi3

Wm

EVERYBODY READS THE IAS VEGAS OPTIC
,'.

frl

Best

d Everyibing

Eatsfcla

The secret of serving realy Good Tea and
Cffee is to use

I

than'.
.

CHASE

AO SANDYS

AT HARVEY'S
For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' office 614 Lincoln avenue.
SPECIAL

Our expertgirlironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this , work are
very reasonable.

Las Vegas Steam

RATES

rapidly Dearin coiop!,e(io.

s

BAKERY GOODS

In our clothinrj department we have added TOE CELEBKAT

"L. SYSTEM"

ED

TMesilflTtH)

t'J.

PULLMAN

REVOLVING SEAT BED

DAVENPORT
As handsome as the fines! Davenport
As comfortable as the best bed

simple movement,
this handsome
Davenport into a full sized luxurious bed, equipped with
heavy felt mattress and resilient springs, ready for a comfortable
night's rest. Will be an ornament to any parlor, and positively
shows no outward signs of serving a double purpose.
Thousands of Pullman Revolving Seat Bed Davenports
have been sold and all are giving satisfaction. After you have
one you'll wonder how you ever done without it

ONE

All styles

finishes.

-

o.
T'J

of upholstery and all the standard and popular

PRICES WITHIN REACH OF EVERY POCKET BOOK.

Come In and See it Demonstrated.
Let us
and
it is.

!iow you what a hand-som- o
Useful piece of furniture

J. C. Johnsen
1-

I

-

& Son
LOCAL AGENTS

FflBF CAHID
I

n

H AYWARO COMPANY

GOODS

IT Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can

il j

"

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted
'

QUA

For

LITYPUniTY CLEANLINESS
--

f

OB

'r

r

BBAND

3

:

Bri3,

Bolls,

1,050

,

FOLLY

ESpPPEB

AT YOUR DSQI

,

pair of gold rimmed spec
and
between
Murphey's
Browne theater. Return to H.
First National bank, and re
ceive reward.
tacles

Ray-nolds-

Phoac MiiuSl

617 DougUt Are

Booobnuts,

I

The Ladies Will Want Some

Flowers For, the Ball

507 Sixth

Street

I kji.'iIlLjL

UiliWil

SEEDSMEN

SELLING AGENT

'FYs?

as the standard of

We will rjladly show you.

Cily

I--'-

Fried

3

,

Giles and

Cinnamon

11

overl:and:model

i

""I

&

A

kJVil

FLORIST-

S-

sat

or call and we will have our demonstrator

show you.,

DON'T FORGET
bf

male recognized

for Youcg Men.

STYLE

Telephone

Sr

sea-

LOSTt-O- ne

Laundry

ate Flavor

BRAAF

Notwithstanding the dull

son just passed, we have more than kept up our Uih
Standard of purchases for the connr Season's business.

ASK .YOUBSOCER

FOR SALE Thoroughbred
homing
pigeons, any number desired, also
II
a few Japcblnes and runts.- Address
Box 176, E. Las Vegas, N. M,

EICI! CKAOE B2AKSS

infinite pains have been taken from Plan ta
Oriorlnal. Dell- nVatre tn' envft all the
.huh
;',...

STHE

for Fall is

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

jour pj

tiohit
lis pro--

p
b

The arrival ol o.ir stock of Merchandise

makers.

:

Tt3 Ucr.3 of

!

l,

Laundered

gga no o
rMM.B

nnnr

0

Ladies Lingerie

SI1G1TE

(ljiiLi out.

;

r,

Get our quotations before buying

NUT

FALL

GRAND LODGE CONSIDERS LAS
VEGAS AS SITE FOR BIG
INSTITUTION.

AC-

Ell

HEM

s

At The Most Reasonable Prices

Phone Main 150

MY EE LOCATED

Farmers on the mesa east of the
city are now busily engaged ;ln har
vesting their crops. Oats, corn, 'beans
and barley crops are large this year,
wheat being the only product that hat. possible.
fallen below the average. '
White Kitchen. Hot waffles and Commercial club.
Teodora Montoya was arrested last maple syrup every morning.
night by Officer J. Hunzaker on the
charge of drunkenness He was ar
Mrs. H. M. Northrup will open her PROGRESSIVES TO MAKE
raigned before Jude l. R. Murray this
Tuesday, September 3.
kindergarten
morning and was sentenced to 10
A HABD FfGOTTO WIN
days' work on the city chain gang.

Jioa-pita-

-

screen

1. ,

The Altar guild of St. Paul's Me
morial Episcopal church will meet to
morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock with
Miss Giadys Gibson, at the Gibson
home on Seventh street
9

v

rhont

121

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

Phone Main 344.

t

Whalen,

&

Fowler Preps

